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Publisher’s Note

Team. Work.

I
t takes a village. It actually does. I had the privilege 
this fall to serve as a judge for the annual Ameri-
can Council of Engineering Companies of Colorado’s 
Engineering Excellence Awards. While I was highly 
unqualified, it nevertheless was a thrill – yes, a thrill – 

to judge the amazing work Colorado’s engineering firms are 
doing not only here, but around the world. What really hit 
home, though, was what was what I took away from last 
month’s awards celebration: Civil engineers are the bomb. 
Without them, and their magical grid of cables and pipes 
that lies just beneath the pavement, we’d be, well, uncivi-
lized. Electricity, water, internet service. So three cheers for 
our civil engineers. 

It’s not only our civil infrastructure, but our buildings, 
too. The number of participants, from lenders and city 
planners, to architects and developers, to engineers and 
contractors, to subs and so many more, is staggering. An-
other village. Andre Baros’ column In the Details illustrates 
just how many folks are involved in our commercial proj-
ects, and why they deserve thanks.

A couple of other articles in this issue suggest that open 
offices might not be dead at all, but rather reimagined as 
blended work spaces. Shared spaces meet the needs of to-
day’s workers, says Jenny West in her Moving Forward col-
umn, and they can be empowering. And if properly crafted, 
Venture Architecture’s Martin Goldstein says these spaces 
can serve as a business productivity tool.

Our cover story takes a close look at downtown Denver’s 
newest high-rise, the multifaceted gem 1144 Fifteenth. At 
40 stories, it’s the tallest office tower built in Denver since 
the 1980s and the latest addition from developer Hines.

Equally compelling is Riverview at 1700 Platte, Trammell 
Crow’s South Platte addition that takes advantage of its 
central location and unobstructed views.

Readers also will get an inside look at local design firm 
OZ Architecture, which has been putting its fingerprint on 
projects throughout the state and around the globe.

December 2014 was our first issue. Three years later, it’s 
still the most fun I’ve ever had. So thank you, and please 
keep up the great work!

Kris Oppermann Stern
Publisher & Editor
kostern@crej.com

tēm
noun, a group of players forming one 
side in a competitive game or sport.

wərk  
noun, mental or physical activity as a 
means of earning income; employment.
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Building a City Takes a Village, Deserves Thanks

We celebrated my son’s birthday re-
cently and, as is tradition in our fam-
ily on every holiday, he received a 

Lego set. As we were pouring over the instruc-
tions and laying out the pieces, we talked about 
how Lego blocks are created. We discussed the 
plastic material used, that there was a different 
mold for each brick and specialty piece. He told 
me about the designers of the individual pieces 

and interviews with those who work to design 
entire sets. Then we thought about the people 
working in the factory and those who designed 
and produced the boxes. We even contemplated 
the work of the marketing teams, the salespeople 
and the janitors. (It was a pretty intense conver-
sation!) 

This reminded me of the Danish architect Bja-
rke Ingels, whose eponymous firm, Bjarke Ingels 
Group (BIG), recently completed the Lego House. 
He implied in “A Lego Brickumentary” (I know, I 
know – I probably would have watched it even if I 
didn’t have kids) that all architecture today is like 
building with Lego blocks. As an architect, this 
gave me pause; are we really so modular? My son 
and I estimated that possibly a hundred, or hun-

dreds, of people came together to make his Lego 
set. How many, then, come together on a daily ba-
sis to build new structures in Denver?

The complex thing we call a building is the re-
sult of thousands of working men and women up 
and down the supply chain. As contributors to the 
building process, we know this, but to stop and ac-
tually think about it is pretty daunting. Take the 
lowly CMU, or concrete masonry unit, the humble 
Lego brick of the real world; it has an entire team 
behind it: engineers, salespeople, manufacturers, 
delivery people, masons, mason trainers, flashing 
people, mortar people, backup people, detail ex-
perts and installation experts. 

There’s a joke in architecture that no matter how 
big or how small the project, it takes six months to 
permit and 24 months to build. True or not, you 
could also say that no matter how big or how small 
the project, it takes hundreds of people to make 
it happen. One of my students recently asked me 
about the size of the team for a project on which 
I am working. Certainly, he was probably consid-
ering the architectural team and engineers, but 
when I started to list everyone involved, the list 
of my teammates went on and on. As an architect, 

Andre LH 
Baros, AIA
Architect, 

Shears 
Adkins 

Rockmore

In the Details

mailto://info@edifice-builders.com
http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9981
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I’m somewhere halfway down a long list of people who 
include many subject matter experts, makers, managers 
and mavens who make our city happen.

There is a mythology around key people, such as the 
developer, the star architect and the master builder, 
which suggests that one person can be responsible for 
creating a building. In truth, we all know that without 
teamwork and a supply chain, nothing is built. Sure, you 
could build a modern (nontiny) home all by yourself, 
over the course of, like, 500 years. From the hammer and 
nails, to the lumber, to the trucker who delivered it, we 
rely on a broad network to get us what we need at our 
stage of the process. Bootstraps and the self-made build-
ing are a myth.

So, as we round up this year, it might be time to tip our 
hats of gratitude to all of the people who make it happen, 
from the engineers to the financiers, from the sales reps 
to the construction managers, from the plumbers to the 
people who clean the site when the building is finally 
complete. Every screw, window and built-in cabinet had 
someone’s hands on it. Notice the details as much as the 
façade; don’t just look through the window but look at it, 
and join me in saying, “Thank you.” And, while you’re at 
it, the next time you pick up a Lego brick, you might just 
pull out your Danish dictionary and say, “Tak.” \\

A Lego project is a good starting point to consider 
all parties involved in real-world building design 
and construction.

In the Details

http://www.mep-eng.com/
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A Call to the Wild: Policies, Protocol and Politeness 
for the Unassigned Workplace in Today’s Offices

W ork styles have 
changed and 
so has the work-

force. No longer does the 
workplace population com-
prise just resident employees 
who are on-site full-time. The 
continued incline of the contingent 
workforce is a catalyst for a more flu-
id, diversely occupied workplace en-
vironment. Today, a network of mobile 
employees, remote workers, part-time 
employees, contract workers and consul-
tants work collaboratively across disciplines 
in teams and tasks that shift as frequently as 
their projects.

Replacing traditional space ownership with 
a community of shared spaces meets the needs 
of today’s workers, fluid work styles and collab-
orative group-based work. Whether you are con-
sidering a move to hoteling (a reservation-based 
system), free address (first come, first served) or 
a combination, unassigned seating can create an 
adaptable workplace that yields numerous bene-
fits to your organization and its employees. Shared 
workspaces can help optimize space utilization, 
potentially reducing real estate expenses. Addition-
ally, the varied spaces within an unassigned envi-
ronment empower individuals to choose the work-
space they want at the time and place they prefer.

Adjusting to the new norms of working in a 
shared space will no doubt take some time. Man-
agement can provide direction by giving employ-
ees the tools and training needed to thrive in the 
new setting. Part of the training should include de-
veloping and introducing appropriate guidelines 
to the workforce. Clearly articulating expectations 
and etiquette will help streamline your organiza-
tion’s adjustment to its new environment, avoid 
misunderstandings, minimize downtime and re-
duce stress levels. This article provides advice on 
the process for developing workplace protocols for 
an unassigned workspace setting and presents an 
example of guidelines for a hypothetical company 
that addresses some typical hot-button issues.

Following is a simple process for developing 
workplace protocols.

Before the Move
Enlist support from the top. Top-level leadership 

and support is vital to a successful shift. Engage 
leaders early and encourage them to be active and 
visible through the change process.

• Explain the business case and design detail.
• Reassure employees that they have access to 

ample spaces to work, socialize and store their be-
longings.

• Facilitate the transition to an unassigned space.

• Consult with Human Resources and Labor Rela-
tions to assure compliance.

• Verify that the appropriate infrastructure is in 
place and operational, including the following con-
siderations: 

o Technology. All elements of technology, including 
hardware, power and connectivity, must be fluid, 
operational and reliable.

o Scheduling Tools. Simplify the transition from 
workspaces as much as possible. Select an effec-
tive scheduling tool that monitors reservations and 
space usage. Train employees on reservation poli-
cies, protocol and technology.

o Housekeeping. Just like shared equipment at the 
gym, your workplace standards should combine an-
timicrobial cleaning with a hygiene program.

o Personal storage and amenities. Now that workers 
are transient – workers may need access to items 
they might have previously stored in their assigned 
workspace.

o Schedule training. Develop and deliver modules 
on how to use new spaces and technologies.

During the Move
• Deliver guidelines. Use the release of guidelines 

as an opportunity to reiterate your message and 
mission. Additionally, direct managers should re-
inforce policies in staff meetings and other team 
interactions.

• Celebrate the move with positive experiences. Re-
inforce a community message to ease apprehen-
sion. Host events and document the companywide 
transition using community boards and similar 
forums.

• Distribute an employee guidebook. In addition to 
the sample guidelines presented, develop a print-

Moving Forward 

Jenny West, 
LEED AP ID+C 
Business De-

velopment 
Manager, 

Knoll

Unassigned seating can create an adaptable 
workplace that yields numerous benefits to your 
organization and its employees. 

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9982
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Ample workspace is a must.

Moving Forward 

ed series of handouts such as office plans, technology 
instructions and codes, and any other needed guides to 
which employees can refer.

• Lead by example. Implementing and maintaining a suc-
cessful change starts in the C-suite. Encourage all levels 
of the organization to be a good example and enthusias-
tically adopt the new setting.

After the Move
Monitor and adjust. Allow time throughout the process 

to assess the successes and shortcomings of the change 
process. Make regular rounds to observe how new poli-

cies and protocols are working. Engage in frequent face-
to-face conversations to gain direct and unfiltered feed-
back. Build in means for users to submit comments on 
how they feel the new space and guidelines are working 
after about 90 days. Based on insights learned, policies 
and procedures can be tweaked as needed. 

A well-designed and -executed plan will streamline the 
process, reduce anxiety and misunderstandings, and has-
ten acceptance, assuring a smooth transition and adaption 
to the new environment.

To learn more about this topic or other research resourc-
es Knoll can provide, visit www.knoll.com/research \\

Varied workspaces are empowering.

https://www.knoll.com/design-plan/resources/research
mailto:info@laidesigngroup.com
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ELEMENTS  Branding

Branding Properties for a Unifed Visitor Experience

A nyone who lives 
in or has visit-
ed Denver in the 

last few years can tell the 
Mile High City is booming. It 
seems like construction cranes 
are growing like weeds in every 
neighborhood, with empty lots 
being snatched up left and right. 
Amid a building boom that is adding 

thousands of new residential and ho-
tel units and thousands of square feet 
of leasable office space, architects, prop-
erty managers and developers are getting 
creative about how to differentiate their 
properties in a saturated marketplace. 

Many of the usual factors come into play 
for tenants when trying to determine which 
new building is right for them, including sus-
tainable features, location, amenities, views and 
finishes. Increasingly however, developers, ar-
chitects and leasing agents are looking for more 
unique and innovative ways to set their properties 
apart. By branding a built environment through 
identity, wayfinding, signage and placemaking 
features, a development can stand out in a rapidly 
crowding field of competitors. When designing an 
identity for a property, partnering with an experi-
ential graphic design firm that specializes in the 
built environment will net a standout visitor expe-
rience that manifests itself throughout the entire 
building. Owners and architects can elevate and 
distinguish their properties in a noticeable way, 
and offer a proven return on investment. 

Take 1401 Lawrence, for example. One of Denver’s 
newest Class AA high-rises, 1401 Lawrence elegantly 

asserts itself in the Denver skyline with an all-glass 
façade that creates a sophisticated juxtaposition to 
the historic Larimer Square, just out its back door. 
In close coordination with project architect and 
contractor Beck Group, as well as Canadian devel-
oper First Gulf, we branded the stylish tower in a 
tasteful and upscale way. By extending the sim-
ple and graceful identity throughout the property 
through interior and exterior signage, wayfinding 
and placemaking elements, we were able to add an-
other layer of luxury and design detail on top of 

Marty Gregg 
Principal, 

ArtHouse 
Design

The 1401 Lawrence logo in stainless steel installed 
on the transom as well as on the walk-off mat 
reinforces the brand in an elegant way as users 
enter the building.

Upon entering the building lobby, visitors are 
greeted with a glowing tenant directory. The noble 
materials used in the directory echo the building 
finishes to create a unified visitor experience. 

Taking cues from the building finishes, including 
marble, granite, glass and wood, ArtHouse de-
signed a glass monument sign that glows from 
within and acts as a beacon for both vehicular 
and pedestrian traffic along both 14th Street and 
Lawrence Street.

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9983
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those put in place by Beck. Taking cues from the building 
finishes, including marble, granite, glass and wood, we de-
signed an ethereal glass monument sign that glows from 
within and acts as a beacon for both vehicular and pedes-
trian traffic along both 14th Street and Lawrence Street. 

Interior signage also picks up on the same motifs with 
glass signage for Americans with Disabilities Act featur-
ing a subtle marble texture, as well as an elegant stainless 
steel detail. Garage supergraphics and exterior parking sig-
nage tied the project together by using consistent typefac-
es and materials and deliver clear and effective wayfind-
ing throughout the property. 

While every building requires specific signage for code 
compliance, many miss the opportunity to take advan-
tage of these requirements to build on the brand story 
and narrative established by the design team, marketing 
efforts and architecture. A strong, effective identity is es-
sential to any project, but must be brought into the public 
realm through a coordinated design effort across a variety 
of disciplines. The value of such a thoughtful and well- 
executed branding, signage and placemaking effort offers 
a real return on investment to businesses that wish to 
unify the visitor or customer experience. 

While signage and environmental design is an effective 
leasing tool when it comes to attracting prospective ten-
ants, it has proven to be a successful way to enhance a 
property, provide clarity to the brand voice and augment 
the visitor experience. 1401 Lawrence is a clear example of 
this idea, having been fully leased with ease in a short 
period of time after completion – and in a part of Den-
ver that has seen no dearth of high-end commercial space 
coming on the market in the last few years. \\

marty@arthousedenver.com

1401 Lawrence is one of Denver’s newest Class AA pre-
miere office buildings, rising to 21 stories and overlooking 
historic Larimer Square. This LEED Gold certified building 
brings high-end finishes, breathtaking views and an ele-
gant, all-glass façade to downtown Denver, adding to the 
high-profile developments along 14th Street.

http://www.rmg-engineers.com/
mailto:marty@arthousedenver.com
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O ver the past 18 
months, we’ve seen 
several articles in 

various publications hint-
ing that the “open space of-
fice concept” is a failed or 
failing experiment. They cite 
cultural challenges, poor work 
environment and productivity 
decreases as a result of the use 

of this concept. Our experience, 
however, is that open office is an 
excellent concept to use, depend-
ing on when and how it’s imple-
mented as a workplace strategy. 

To start at the beginning, to-
day’s office space has drastical-
ly changed. Instead of think-
ing about a sea of workstations 
depicted in movies like “9 to 5” 
and “Office Space,” today’s office 
might be seen as more of an in-
tegration of layered neighbor-
hoods serving different functions. Perhaps a bet-
ter name than “open” office would be “blended” 
office. That’s because today we can offer a host of 
new spaces that better fit the way we live and work 
in today’s office environment. In addition, we can 
layer in older workplace strategies that still remain 
relevant today. To understand today’s modern of-
fice dialogue, it’s helpful to start with an appreci-
ation of what is powering this change. The largest 
driving factor is mobile technology. 

While laptops were once a luxury item with lim-
ited computing power compared to the desktop 
counterparts of their day, we all know that today’s 
mobility has matured. Between laptops, tablets and 
hybrids like the Surface platform, mobility is both 
affordable and fully functional, offering more pow-
er than most professionals need for just emailing, 

documenting, sharing and accessing the web. So in 
addition to traditional workplace strategies, today’s 
portable devices create additional design opportu-
nities to enhance a space that weren’t possible in 
the past.

Some of these spaces include small “huddle” 
rooms for two or three staff to gather and produce 
work together around a shared monitor. These 
flexible spaces allow for both privacy and acous-
tic isolation away from more public workstations. 
Similarly, soft-seating conference areas can support 
work with clients who are dealing with sensitive in-
formation or are in need of a more nurturing space 
to interact, while positioning them near an easily 
accessed screen. We also have started adapting the 
idea of the traditional phone booth for making per-
sonal mobile calls in the office suite, or for one-per-

Martin Goldstein  
Principal 

Architect, 
Venture Ar-
chitecture

ELEMENTS  Open Office

Is Open Office Dead? Not if Properly Crafted.

Soft seating blends with other, more traditional forms of workplace 
concepts.

The traditional phone booth is adapted for mak-
ing personal mobile calls in the office suite, or for 
one-person business calls requiring louder volume.

Coffee shop-styled spaces and high-top collabora-
tion tables all enable different types of individual 
and team-oriented work to occur.

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9984
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son business calls requiring louder volume. 
Similarly, conference rooms have newer op-
tions with touch-screen monitors and collab-
orative tools enabling easy connectivity from 
staff laptops and tablets. In addition, coffee 
shop-styled spaces and high-top collaboration 
tables all enable different types of individual 
and team-oriented work to occur. 

Those are just a few of the more common 
options, but there are many more. When these 
spaces fit the company culture and are prop-
erly built, they can lead to increased staff 
comfort and team focus. At the same time, 
they can also encourage heads down, focused 
productivity. Blended office concepts can help 
a client’s staff feel invigorated, well support-
ed and more vibrant. They can provide more 
acoustic privacy and concentration where 
it’s important. Teams can also feel free to be 
dynamic and loud without distracting oth-
ers; again, that’s only if they are a fit for the 
company’s culture. So the key to their success 
largely rests in why they are implemented in 
the design. This is very important. Just because these spac-
es are possible doesn’t mean they’re a fit. 

On every project, the design team must start with two 
key questions. Before talking about architecture, we need 
to fully comprehend “who they are” and “what it means 
to be that.” The buzzword of the day for this is “culture” 
or its community and workplace experience. How did the 
company get where it is today? Does it still work well in 
the present day? Where is it headed tomorrow and what 
does that mean? Questions like these help tease out needs 
versus wants, goals and future positioning.

Knowing the audience, truly knowing the team, is crit-
ical for the design team. It enables a designer to tailor 
the solutions to the client’s needs. It’s also a way that the 
design team can help real estate teams search for and 
identify ideal suites faster and more effectively up front. 
However, without that basic cultural understanding, the 
wrong strategies can be easily deployed. No one solution is 
a panacea. Some companies need all private offices – even 
today, in 2017. Others greatly benefit from a blend of these 

new spaces and some more traditional spaces. If a client 
and its architect work together through an iterative dis-
covery process, the wholly informed team will focus and 
identify the blend of spaces that fit. Properly dialed in, a 
well-informed design can contribute to and enhance the 
future of a client’s success because it improves the work-
place environment and its experience for the team.

After determining which types and how many of each 
space are needed, the next task is to ensure they’re prop-
erly designed. For example, their location and proximity 
to other spaces deeply matter. In addition, the surround-
ing walls must be carefully detailed. This all significantly 
impacts their acoustic performance. Similarly, natural and 
artificial lighting strategies are critical to the successful 
implementation of these spaces. Understanding the sun’s 
path and how it impacts a space helps a team better plan 
for locations of seats and monitors as well as where and 
how to provide artificial lighting. Every detail matters. To-
gether, these architectural components connect to form 
a suite. If not carefully crafted, these spaces will fail and 
can actually hurt the performance of a new suite for those 
living inside of it each workday. 

When designs are crafted to meet the tenant’s needs 
with close attention paid to both the details and techni-
cal follow through, then new suites will support and serve 
the client and their teams. They should act as a business 
productivity tool that helps move the company into the 
future. So the next time you read that “open office” is a 
failed concept, know otherwise. It isn’t failed. It may have 
just been misapplied for a client that needed a more tradi-
tional suite. However, when designers understand the cli-
ent’s goals and if they are current on how to create a bet-
ter, more thoughtful and adaptive suite, then the blended 
office concept is an extremely effective tool for a business 
to thrive. \\ 

Images courtesy Caleb Tkach 
martin@venturearchitecture.com

ELEMENTS  Open Office

Conference rooms are still part of today’s office.

Small “huddle” rooms allow two or three staff to gather and produce 
work together.

mailto:martin@venturearchitecture.com
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Moxy Hotel | Denver, CO

The power of ingenuity...
...the rewards of trusting relationships.
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People
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Ideas

Building a Better World
for All of Us

Engineers  |  Architects  |  Planners  |  Scientists sehinc.com  •  800.325.2055

Let’s show the world what we can do together. 

Day by day. Project by project. 
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Denver, Colorado            |          303.339.9910
Jackson, Wyoming          |          307.733.3766       

dynia.com

2-10 Home Buyers Warranty offers residential home 
warranties to homeowners. Relocating to a new 

74,000 sq ft facility, they were interested in seated 
privacy while also providing an open office environ-

ment.  The wanted their overall plan to be welcoming, 
cheerful, fresh, warm and vibrant.

2-10 Home Buyers Warranty

Working with JLL and Acquilano Leslie we found the 
perfect furniture partner with Haworth compose for the 

workstations and Haworth Masters for the Offices. 

http://www.dynia.com/
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ELEMENTS  Function & Form

James Florio Photography
The building’s base, created from shipping contain-
ers, sets the boundary for the building, which is then 
wrapped with a pre-engineered metal building. Con-
tinuous ribbon windows on the second level allow 
light to penetrate through the office spaces in the  
interior bullpen. 

I n February, Bryce 
Ballew proud-
ly opened the 

doors of the first Col-
orado-based co-working 
space exclusively dedicated 

to serving the Front Range AEC 
industry. Located at 6145 Broad-
way in Denver’s Broadway Estates 
neighborhood, Tradecraft Industries 
is headquartered in a newly construct-
ed 19,000-square-foot industrial space 
designed in collaboration with me, and 
my design team at Roth Sheppard Archi-
tects. With 20 private offices and over 200 
rentable, flexible co-working memberships 
for small and start-up construction companies 
and design firms, this collaborative environment 
provides a place where contractors can organically 
grow and support one another.

Bryce, a former project manager for Jordy Con-
struction, now heads up his own contracting firm, 
Construction Inc., in addition to overseeing Trade-
craft Industries. But this project was unlike any-
thing he’s collaborated on in the past. 

We chose to approach it as a puzzle of sorts – an 
analytical challenge that would result in a co-work-
ing space that physically manifests the construc-
tion worldview Bryce and his clients are mired in 
every day. To accomplish this, we chose to focus on 
selecting multiple-use building components and 
materials that would not only allow us to save time 
and money, but offer flexibility and streamline 
construction. 

Turning a well-known design idiom on its head, 
we joked that this project was more about “func-
tion follows form” than the other way around. And 
while our choices and solutions didn't necessarily 

take less time to plan and design, the end result was 
far more intelligent and cohesive overall, which is 
what makes this an interesting story. 

Rather than share a straightforward design over-
view about yet another co-working space opening 
in Denver, we thought our peers would be more in-
terested in what we learned along the way, and why 
we made the choices we did. 

Case in point: As we began to explore ideas, we 
kept coming back to shipping containers, but want-
ed to approach them using a different strategy. 
Rather than try to turn the containers into some-
thing they are not meant to be (as most builders 
and architects do today), we wanted our design to 
be guided by more thoughtful questions like: How 
close is our use of this building component to its 
original intent? Are we using shipping containers 
for their best use within the building as well as 
without? Is our approach truly intentional, or are 
we trying to be trendy?

Ultimately, after determining that shipping con-
tainers were the right way to go, everything from 
the building dimensions to the mezzanine, offic-
es and conference rooms were derived from their 
standard measurements. Bryce explained, “We 
wanted to use containers to maximize their unique 
and inherent structural capabilities rather than 
transform them into something they were never 
designed to be. Using them as secure material and 
equipment storage for our members started what 
would be a focal structural element of the design.”

We applied this analytical approach with oth-
er materials as well. For example, after exploring 
many different options, we chose Polygal panel-
ing attached directly to studs for the interior of-
fice walls. This choice not only allows light to filter 

Adam Harding  
Partner, Roth 

Sheppard 
Architects

Function Follows Form in AEC Co-Working Space

Roth Sheppard Architects
Tradecraft’s shipping container base is stacked with office space 
then wrapped in a pre-engineered metal building above that. 

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9985
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through offices into the main atrium interior space, but 
in its raw form it was also off the shelf, durable and eco-
nomical. Further, unlike a typical painted gypsum board 
wall, we didn’t need to finish and paint it, or worry about 
maintenance down the road. 

Also, the custom lighting feature we incorporated over 
the main conference room was designed to resemble your 
typical orange extension cords. “To achieve this, we used 
orange light cords from Color Cord Co. and suspended 
them from different heights in an abstract design,” Bryce 
explained. “It adds a bit of lightheartedness to the space, 
and reminds one of the industry we’re in.”

Another intentional design feature was the location of 
the boxed element that separates the entry area to the 
member-only bullpen and the office space within the 
pre-engineered metal building enclosure. This element 
houses all utility functions including stacked toilet rooms 
on both levels, janitor closets, electrical and IT rooms. By 
keeping all of the plumbing, electrical feeds, etc., within 
one central location, we were able to achieve significant 
cost efficiencies and streamline supply to the rest of the 
building. 

Ultimately, the goal was to think outside the box about 
how we could accomplish multiple things using minimal 
architectural moves or products, or use building elements 
in a way that they could do multiple things at the same 
time. Fortunately, our response from the AEC community 
indicates that we did indeed achieve our objective, with 
the result being a much-needed gathering place for the 
industry and more great things yet to come. \\ 

aharding@rothsheppard.com

James Florio Photography
The Tradecraft Industries community bullpen offers a central 
gathering space for informal meeting and workspace. 

ELEMENTS  Function & Form

ENGINEERING

(303) 431-6100
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ELEMENTS  Affordable Housing

S ince its advent in 1973, 
the Colorado Housing 
and Finance Authori-

ty has been the leading orga-
nization in the investment of 
affordable housing and com-
munity development, with over 
$13.2 billion invested into Col-
orado’s economy. Although this 
housing concept has been fund-
ed for the past 44 years, affordable 

housing has become paramount 
recently as rising population rates, 
low unemployment rates and in-
creased employment growth have 
caused a disparity in the housing 
supply. These accelerated growth 
factors have caused the state, local 
municipalities, and the AEC com-
munity to bring affordable hous-
ing to the forefront to help meet 
this growing need in Colorado. 

As more AEC firms enter this 
market sector, it becomes crucial to 
understand CHFA’s guiding prin-
ciples. According to the 2017 Low 
Income Housing Tax Credit Quali-
fied Action Plan, the main guiding 
principle for affordable housing is 
to “support rental housing projects 
serving the lowest income tenants 
for the longest period of time.” This guiding princi-
ple dictates longevity in these housing projects and 
specifies that building owners must hold the prop-
erty for a certain number of years. This drives the 
need for durable materials with timeless designs 
and modifiable space options for adaptability and 
flexibility of usage. 

In the last 10 years of working on affordable 
housing developments, we have noted design 

trends influencing this market sector, including an 
increase in senior affordable housing, smaller res-
idential units but with larger community spaces, 
and a greater focus on the aesthetics, which results 
in quality affordable housing developments. 

According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s latest re-
port in June, the nation’s older population is still 
growing with 49.2 million people aged 65 and over 
in 2016. These baby boomers are more active, with 

Sara Webb, 
AIA  

Senior 
Associate, ej 

architecture

Affordable Housing Guiding Principles, Design Trends

The exterior stair tower on this affordable housing renovation apart-
ment added a new energy to the project with a geometric pattern that 
will glow at night.

The addition of front porches for the redesign of the Iris Hawthorne homes provided the community with a way 
to connect with their neighbors 

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9986
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design teams creating more walking and bike paths 
as well as larger outdoor community spaces. The 
Hidden Lake Homes project in Westminster serves as 
an example that includes a two-way fireplace in the 
community area that integrates the interior with the 
exterior and allows for about 45,000 square feet of com-
munity space through direct connections to the butter-
fly gardens, walking path and trellised patio.

Another trend includes the purposeful design of 
smaller, private residential units clustered around a large 
community space. This allows for neighbors to interact 
more without all the amenities located inside their in-
dividual units to create a community within a commu-
nity. This is evident in the Golden Spike Apartments ren-
ovation, which we designed in Denver. Our team had the 
opportunity to create a cohesive community with two 
different floors for community space to cater to different 
functions, such as a large living room, larger kitchen and 
advantageous upper level views. 

Overall, the goal of affordable housing is to design a 
project that has the outward appearance of a market-rate 
project. The challenge lies in finding ways to design 
within these notoriously tight budgets and not sacrifice 
quality. Our design team worked closely with the city of 
Boulder to meet its stringent guidelines for setbacks on 
the addition of front porches for the redesign of the Iris 
Hawthorne community. This seemingly small touch has 
provided the community with a way to connect with their 

neighbors, with these single-family homes now seamless-
ly woven into the Old North Boulder neighborhood. 

Affordable housing will continue to play a critical role 
in the development of metro Denver and the Front Range. 
The unprecedented growth brings to light that all people 
deserve the opportunity to have a commendable place to 
live. The AEC industry should be aware of the nuances of 
affordable housing, all while blending with market-rate 
housing for diverse neighborhoods, where everyone feels 
a sense of pride in their home. \\ 

swebb@ejarchitecture.com

ELEMENTS  Affordable Housing

Design trends influencing 
this market sector include an 
increase in senior affordable 
housing, smaller residential 
units but with larger 
community spaces, and a 
greater focus on the aesthetics

VISIONARIES EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS 
ONE PROJECT AT A TIME

AN EMPLOYEE OWNED, COLORADO CORPORATION
www.wanerconstruction.com

mailto:swebb@ejarchitecture.com
http://www.wanerconstruction.com/
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Together We Can Move Mountains

Single services to full site
work packages

Site Management - Demolition
Earthwork - Site Utilities

Environmental - Land Development
Commercial - Landfill - Recycling

Complete Civil
Contracting Services

730 W. 62nd Avenue  Denver CO 80216   
Phone: 303.429.8893 / Fax: 303.429.3035

www.fioreandsons.com

“SAFELY BUILDING A BETTER WORLD”

Fiore & Sons Inc, literally moves mountains for our clients.  
In true partnership, we construct the region’s housing, 

transportation, utility and commercial projects down to the 
ground and from the ground down.  We know there are a lot 
of companies out there that do what we do -  It’s how and 
why we do it that matters.   

Fiore & Sons Inc, is a Colorado-based third generation             
family-owned heavy civil contractor providing a wide range 
of construction services including demolition, site utilities, 
overlot grading, trucking, and material removal/recycling.  
With trusted subcontractor partners we also have a proven 
track record of delivering turn-key projects.

Partnerships! We believe our relationships with our staff,           
clients, subcontractors, vendors and the communities in 
which we live and work are our most valuable asset.  A re-
lationship becomes a partnership when all stakeholders are 
focused on creating win-win solutions resulting in successful 
outcomes for everyone.

     Everything we do incorporates our Core Values

      FIORE PRIDE

We live by these Core Values to create the best potential for   
success for all our partners (business, community and personal).

Family-Innovation-Opportunity-Respect-Environment                     
Pride-Responsibility-Integrity-Devotion-Excellence

Civil Engineering

Surveying

Water Resources Management

GIS Mapping

Construction Management

LEED Support

Centennial  |  303.708.0500

Lakewood   |  303.233.3265

Manhard.com

http://www.manhard.com/
http://www.igarch.com/
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W hen developing, de-
signing or building 
a workplace, we all 

look for elements that set our 
building or design apart. No one 
wants cookie-cutter design ele-
ments in their work space – they 
want elements offered in a dif-
ferent and fresh way. One popular 
trend that sets office design apart 
is incorporating custom home el-

ements to not only make your of-
fice feel more like home, but also to 
elevate the design standard for the 
workplace. 

Research supports the notion that a 
more relaxed, collaborative work space 
fosters both creativity and productivity. 
Allowing employees to feel “at home” 
can make going to work each day a little better.

Certain elements of custom residential interior design 
can help to transform offices into “home-away-from-
home” environments for their employees. Like in cus-
tom homes, craftsmanship and attention to detail can 
set elevate a space beyond a traditional office. Our firm 
designed Deer Park Road Corp.’s building in Steamboat 
Springs. It employs many strategies to create a cohesive, 
exciting interior space for its employees.

Try a combination of the following strategies to help 
soften your workspace.

A mix of warm materials. Natural materials like re-
claimed wood, stone and soft wall coverings are appear-
ing more and more in offices. Traditional office spaces 
evoke images of institutional, sterile design, stodgy grey 
cubicles and the dreaded “corporate culture.” Using rich-
er, tactile and more personalized materials engages cli-
ent interest and creates a visually stimulating environ-
ment that promotes creativity. The work spaces of the 
Deer Park Road Corp. utilize natural wood flooring, re-
claimed oak feature walls, concrete counters and stained 

birch cabinetry to enliven a space used by employees 
throughout the day. 

Amenities galore. Many workplaces are beginning to 
realize they need to stand out in order to recruit and re-
tain a talented workforce. Offering amenities like a full 
kitchen, exercise area or a lounge space for employees 
can set your workplace apart and create the company 
culture many great employees are looking for. Located 
a snowball’s throw from Wildhorse gondola and the 
slopes of the ski area, the Deer Park Road Corp. building 
includes a full kitchen, exercise room, lounge area and 
the cherry on top – a ski locker with a custom tuning 
bench, private lockers, racks full of skis and snowboards, 
a sink, snack and sunscreen station and a fleet of e-bikes 
for riding around town and the mountain. 

Furnishings. Long gone are the days of sterile contract 
furniture. Office furnishings now are colorful, fun and 
unique. Mixing colors, patterns and styles typically re-
served for a home allows the freedom to personalize the 
design to your company culture and image. Elements 
like rugs, pillows and decorative lighting, are easy plac-

Brandt  
Vanderbosch  

Principal 
and founder, 
Vertical Arts 

Architec-
ture

ELEMENTS  At Home in the Office

Set a New Standard: Make Your Office Feel Like Home

David Patterson
The work spaces of the Deer Park Road Corp. utilize 
natural wood flooring, reclaimed oak feature walls, 
concrete counters and stained birch cabinetry to en-
liven a space used by employees throughout the day. 

David Patterson
Creating large, expansive outdoor spaces that tie into 
offices and lounge areas is a new trend no longer re-
served for home.

David Patterson
The lobby of Deer Park features two custom pieces that showcase local 
artists.

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9987
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City of Aurora Public Training Center
Aurora,  CO

www.a-p.com
innovate.  col laborate.  outperform.

es to spice up a space without going overboard. Comfortable 
couches and lounge furniture often found in your living room 
are now being employed in the workplace to provide workers 
with comfortable areas for private work, informal meetings 
and breakout sessions. Custom pieces can also create a cohesive 
and warm palette that ties into the overall design rather than 
feeling stark. The work studios in the Deer Park Road Building 

feature custom desks, unique pendant lights and bright orange 
filing cabinets. 

Artwork. Art has always been somewhat incorporated into 
office spaces, but today, the art is becoming more place-specif-
ic and customized. High-end, unique art pieces give an add-
ed sense of warmth and tie the building to its place. Workers 
feel connected when the visuals around them relate to their 
everyday lives outside of the office. Stimulating and beautiful 
artwork adds the attention to detail that pulls a space together, 
just like in a home. The lobby of Deer Park features two cus-
tom pieces that showcase local artists. The stained glass mosaic 
features different scenes from Colorado. And the bronze relief 
depicts a skier and a cascading mountainside.

Outdoor and open spaces. Indoor/outdoor living is a term that 
is blowing up in the residential world. Creating large, expansive 
outdoor spaces that tie into offices and lounge areas is a new 
trend no longer reserved for home. Employees crave interaction 
with the outdoor environment. Studies have shown that natu-
ral light and fresh air help to stimulate employees and create a 
healthier indoor environment to work in. Large, expansive out-
door decks lend to a workspace that is collaborative and uncon-
fined, with the outdoors flowing naturally into the workspaces.

Incorporating elements from the home into the office ele-
vates the design standard for workplaces across both the state 
and the country. By combining the strategies listed above an of-
fice can feel unique and true to a company’s culture while at 
the same time eliciting the comfortable feeling of home. \\ 

brandt@vertical-arts.com

ELEMENTS  At Home in the Office

David Patterson
Comfortable couches and lounge furniture often found in 
your living room are now being employed in the workplace.

https://www.facebook.com/apConstruction
https://twitter.com/AP_Construction
https://www.linkedin.com/company/adolfson-&-peterson-construction
http://www.a-p.com/
mailto:brandt@vertical-arts.com
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• Interior/Exterior Painting  

• Specialty Coatings 

• Caulking & Sealants 
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Working with property owners and managers to maximize value for over 20 years.  
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ELEMENTS  Engineering

I t’s no secret that commercial buildings are 
responsible for a large portion of the en-
ergy consumption in the state of Colorado; 

18 percent according to the Colorado Depart-
ment of Local Affairs. However, what may not 
be widely known is that 66 percent of energy 
consumption within commercial buildings is at-
tributed to the mechanical and lighting systems. 
In an effort to become greener, many cities and 

counties in Colorado, including Denver, have ad-
opted the 2015 International Energy Conser-
vation Code requirements. 

Given that much of the code compliance 
rests on the design of efficient mechanical 
and lighting systems, the 2015 IECC is chang-
ing the way in which architectural/design 

teams work with their mechanical, electrical 
and plumbing engineers. In the past, the own-
ers of a building would share their vision with 
the architect, who would then establish design 
decisions before sending the project to bid. How-

ever, the bid prices do not account for the cost 
of complying with the new code. It has become 
critical to the budgeting, permitting and time line 
of a project for the engineering team to be brought 
on much earlier in the process to determine the 
necessary systems before going to bid. 

On the electrical design side, the biggest chal-
lenge that arises from 2015 IECC is the additional 
costs related to lighting controls. Creating its most 
prominent effect in commercial retrofits, the new 

Antony Sinitsky  
Associate 
Principal, 
MDP En-

gineering 
Group

Bryce Clark, 
PE  

Associate 
Principal, 
MDP En-

gineering 
Group

Bringing Engineers in Early as Buildings ‘Green’

MDP Engineering Group provided engineering ser-
vices for 1900 16th Street.

http://www.denvercommercialcoatings.com/
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code requires extensive investment in equipment such as: 
occupancy and vacancy controls, daylight harvesting sen-
sors, and centralized wireless or low voltage lighting con-
trollers. As a corollary, the sophisticated controls require 
that light fixtures in the space have dimming capabilities, 
which often triggers the need for an all-new LED light fix-
ture package to be installed in the space. While there are 
exceptions in the code that allow for some leniency in satis-
fying these expensive requirements, unless the scope of the 

remodel is minute, the 
need for compliance is 
inevitable. 

The new code is also 
influencing plumbing 
design and construction. 
An example would be 
the code requirements 
for public restrooms. To 
reduce water usage and 
provide instant hot wa-
ter, public lavatories re-
quire the hot-water loop 
to be within 2 feet of the 
plumbing fixtures. The 
hot-water loop must run 
down the wall to serve 
the fixture before circu-
lating back up to the ceil-
ing. Older buildings may 
require additional pip-

ing to meet code, which 
greatly adds to the cost 
of the project. However, if 
the engineering team is 
brought on in the begin-
ning of a project, it is able 
to help determine a de-
sign direction that meets 
the 2015 IECC from the 
onset and save the team 
on additional costs. 

Because of the rising 
costs of code implemen-
tation, architects/design-
ers no longer can afford 
to remodel a commercial 
space in the same way. It 
has become necessary to 
have more coordination 
between the engineer 
and the architectural de-
sign/ownership team to avoid retrofits that will be cost pro-
hibitive and unsound from an investment standpoint. The 
engineer can provide significantly more direction to the 
architects, tenants, building managers and contractors than 
ever before on ways to offset the cost associated with the 
extensive nature of proper implementation of 2015 IECC. \\ 

asinitsky@mdpeg.com
bclark@mdpeg.com

Havey Productions
Tabor Center, another MDP project.

An example of an electrical box

ELEMENTS  Engineering

http://www.acquilano.com/projects/
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KTI’s dynamic team of professionals is committed to collaborating with builders, 
developers, architects, hoteliers, restaurateurs and owners to envision and 
realize interiors that blend cutting edge design with functional purpose.  
We are dedicated to excellence in design, bringing to life memorable spaces 
that realize our clients’ vision.

www.hcm2.com800 Fleet Street Baltimore, Maryland

Commercial 
Construction

Facility 
Renovations

Federal
Construction

Multi-family
Housing
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Building with
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Every. 
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http://bryanconstruction.com/
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I f “money talks,” 
then real estate 
makes the world 

go ’round. Much more 
than a simple business 
deal, real estate transac-
tions transform commu-
nities and create our col-
lective vision of “place.” 
This vision changes over 
time in response to ad-
vancing technologies, eco-
nomic factors and market 
dynamics. 

There is no better ex-
ample of this phenome-
non than at Interlocken, 
the award-winning, 963-
acre advanced technolo-
gy business park located 
in the heart of the high-
tech U.S. 36 creative corridor. Starting with little 
more than open fields and a dream, Interlocken 
Advanced Technology Environment has matured 
into a vibrant business community that has trans-
formed the northwest submarket and the Denver/
Boulder corridor, as well as spurred additional ma-
jor developments within the market. 

The NW submarket has a history of volatility. 
Recording a 50 percent vacancy rate in 2001, leas-
ing activity in the NW submarket has dramat-
ically increased in subsequent years. Since 2015, 
vacancy in the NW submarket has declined sig-
nificantly, dropping to just 12.7 percent as of third 
quarter 2017. This rate is well below the overall of-
fice market rate of 15.1 percent as well as that of 
other core submarkets. In comparison, vacancy in 
Denver’s downtown submarket was 15.3 percent for 
the same time-period, and the dynamic southeast 
suburban submarket vacancy was 16.1 percent.

Value opportunities within the NW market – 
which tend to be more dramatic than in many 
other core submarkets due to lower asking rents 
and land values – are consistently snatched up by 
companies looking to enter the Denver market, as 
well as area corporations wanting access to an ed-
ucated, young and motivated working pool, eco-
nomic incentives, and options for expansion. This 
continuing drop in vacancy encourages additional 
new development opportunities within the NW 
submarket, and particularly in the Denver/Boul-
der corridor, where Interlocken is situated. 

After the development of 281 acres of land sales 
and 4.337 million square feet of office space during 
the last two decades, there was an obvious swing 
toward national and international tenant attrac-
tion at Interlocken. Two recent announcements 
highlight Interlocken’s appeal to international 

companies looking to solidify their presence in 
the U.S.: German plumbing supply company Vie-
ga’s campus at 575 Interlocken on approximately 12 
acres, and Partners Group’s new headquarters on 
25 acres at 1200 Eldorado Blvd. It is significant that 
now, Denver’s NW market is viewed as a viable al-
ternative to coastal cities and other hub markets. 
Partners Group, for example, is downsizing or clos-
ing other U.S. locations as it moves to the Denver 
area.

Both companies cited Interlocken’s proximity to 
area airports (Denver International Airport as well 
as Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport), and 
nearby amenities like the Omni Interlocken Resort 
and conference center as major draws. Addition-
ally, numerous fine dining options, the FlatIron 
Crossing super regional mall, access to an educated 
and healthy labor pool and outstanding lifestyle 
draw were prime incentives to choose Interlock-
en for the next phase for their respective compa-
nies. These positive attributes have also attracted 
leading-edge companies and major employers to 
the advanced technology park – drawing from both 
Colorado as well as across the nation. 

Interlocken’s maturation reflects the growth of 
the NW market and the city of Broomfield, with 
its early days closely mirrored in the nascent de-
velopment of McWhinney’s North Park. Located 
at Interstate 25 and Northwest Parkway in Broom-
field, the 1,100-acre North Park development will 
include office and medical office product, along 
with residential, retail and hospitality uses to cre-
ate “an urban heart of North Denver that will set 
the standard for environmental stewardship, in-
novation and healthy living.” North Park’s inno-
vative design, focused on incorporating a balance 
of urban connectivity, natural open space, and 

David Hart  
Executive 

Managing 
Director, 

Newmark 
Knight 
Frank

ELEMENTS  Market Update

Interlocken’s Maturation and North Park’s Infancy:
Communities Transform to Create Vision of ‘Place’

The northwest submarket has been transformed. 

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9989
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plenty of amenities for a mix of urban and healthy liv-
ing is expected to attract corporate users, residents and 
research-and-development uses. Already, the project has 
secured two vital tenants: the Butterfly Pavilion’s new 
$30 million facility, which will be the cornerstone for 
North Park’s Research & Science Park, and JP Morgan 
Chase’s planned 150,000-square-foot, $220 million oper-
ations center.

FlatIron Crossing is the NW market’s super regional 
mall, offering 1.431 million square feet of prime retail 
space located on Highway 36 in Broomfield. Owned by 
Macerich, one of the top retail real estate companies in 
the Unites States, FlatIron Crossing was designed to re-
flect the active, outdoor lifestyle Colorado affords and 
includes the two-level enclosed mall as well as an ad-
joining outdoor entertainment village. Tenants with 
flex space requirements and creative office uses are 
beginning to gather to these formerly traditional retail 
neighborhoods, in order to partake of a truly walkable 
environment with abundant parking and proximity to 
transportation and residential communities. This trend 
will only increase in the near future as owners of retail 
real estate look to energize their product. 

As the northwest market has matured, tenants in this 
advanced technology environment crave the walkability 
and hospitality focus of traditional retail settings. As a re-
sult, a more strategic development approach to building 
communities is trending, with multiple uses built syner-
gistically (office, retail and residential together instead 
of in waves), as well as focus on collaborative, conference 
and hospitality spaces as traditional work environments 
evolve.\\ 

dhart@ngkf.com

ELEMENTS  Market Update

Volatility in the NW market has eased.

 
theweidtgroup.com

Note our new address as of September 1st:  1536 Wynkoop St, Suite 530, Denver, CO 80202

Develop with Efficiency from Design Day One

Owners and development teams quickly and 
easily compare hundreds of design options to 
understand how different decisions impact 
energy efficiency, costs, and utility incentives.

Contact us to learn how your commercial 
project can qualify to receive incentives and
a free energy analysis.

303 573 9200

theweidtgroup.com/energy-design-assistance

http://www.theweidtgroup.com/
http://theweidtgroup.com/energy-design-assistance/
mailto:dhart@ngkf.com
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B eauty in design inter-
twines with continually 
transforming market 

interests. Communities, and 
the building industry, refocus 
regularly, incorporating new op-
portunities and challenges fac-
ing local and global populations 
as well as emerging technologies 
and evolving aesthetic preferenc-

es. While the quest to create beauty 
in our environment remains con-
stant, we repeatedly redefine our 
perception of it, along with how it’s 
achieved. 

For decades we debated defini-
tions of “sustainable design,” nev-
er agreeing on the nuances. Most 
recently we transferred this focus 
to “health.” In this refinement lies 
a powerful opportunity for com-
plex beauty: architecture designed 
to promote human health across 
all scales, from individual through 
community to global. Architecture 
for life.

Growth of populations, cities and 
human demands are shaping our 
planet, recalibrating and redefin-
ing our relationship to it as quickly 
as it transforms. There is no limit 
to imaginative visions of how our 
earth will look, and support life, in 
decades to come. This change will 
be our legacy, and it is up to us to 
choose if it will be beautiful.

How do we do this, choose beauty, support life?
Human health for life. One pathway includes de-

signing for human health, never losing sight of in-
extricable ties connecting scales. The only reason-
able solution prioritizes all of them, considering 
every being impacted by a project, through direct 
experience of the architecture or direct experience 
of the global transformation that the architecture 
drives. A project’s impact extends beyond its occu-
pants, or future generations, or people elsewhere 
in the world; it falls upon every living being: each, 
and all, alive today and in years to come.

Carbon dioxide offers a simple example. Most 
often discussed as a greenhouse gas tied to global 
warming, impacts at the individual scale gained 
attention in 2014 when the Harvard TH Chan 
School of Public Health, SUNY Upstate Medical 
University and Syracuse University released their 
rigorously conducted “COGfx” study. Their research 
showed substantial declines in human cognitive 
performance as carbon dioxide levels increased 
within building interior spaces. No problem; we 
can easily remedy this through increased outdoor 
air ventilation, flushing carbon dioxide.

But the problem gains significance when we 
consider that, for thousands of years, atmospher-
ic levels of carbon dioxide remained below 300 
parts per million. Between 1958 – when the Nation-
al Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration first 
tracked atmospheric levels of carbon dioxide in 
Mauna Loa – and 2016, mean levels rose from 315 
to 403 ppm. They continue to climb, exponential-
ly faster as populations grow and energy demands 
increase, toward levels now quantifiably known to 
impact human cognitive function. Higher-think-
ing capacity as well as productivity are threatened, 
potentially this century, possibly even within de-
cades, worldwide.

This is one poignant example of many. This year 
the Medical Society Consortium on Climate and 
Health, representative of more than 50 percent of 
U.S. medical professionals, documented regionally 
specific individual health impacts resultant from 
climate change, observed through direct patient 
experience. Besides extreme weather events, they 
highlighted infections borne by pests, tainted wa-
ter, foods and agriculture along with wildfires, air 
quality and extreme temperatures. All emerged 

Christy Collins, 
AIA, LEED AP 

BD+C  
Director of 

Sustainabil-
ity, Davis 
Partner-
ship Ar-
chitects
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Architecture for Life: Beauty in the Built Environment

Frank Ooms
The interior photo captures the stair, green wall, biophilic indoor/
outdoor spatial connection and warm materials.

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9990
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through their practices as climate-related issues 
presently affecting a broad cross-section of our cur-
rent population, their patients. So clearly, the health 
of any single group of individual building occupants 
cannot be considered without first examining the 
prerequisite consideration of how each project im-
proves, or harms, the global environment that sup-
ports us all, and life itself.

Advancing opportunities. Impacts to individuals inspire 
action. They’re relatable, and tangible. We see this 
worldwide, as hundreds of communities react to in-
dividually impactful events by seeking solutions that 
support survival, transforming local market preferences. 
This is visible in a spreading interest in standards and 
certifications such as LEED and WELL. It’s also expressed 
through welcomed introduction of performance-based 
private financing incentives and support of tighter 
community development baseline requirements. Ulti-
mately, it’s visible in the most affected and advanced 
cities and countries as a shared societal commitment to 
reshaping economic, urban and social structures.

Market demand follows awareness: for higher-perfor-
mance and uplifting solutions, aesthetically, environ-
mentally and intellectually. Beautiful solutions. We as 
architects participate in this evolution, not only by re-
acting to what our clients directly request, but also by 
expanding conversations and knowledge. Not all benefi-
cial technologies cost more; we are empowered to pres-
ent optimized, integrated, creatively responsible design 
solutions.

But what does this mean?
The alignment of individual occupant health with the 

interests of global health offers an opportunity to change 
the discussion: Global impacts are individual; individual 
impacts are global. Occupant health, energy, water and 
waste considerations interconnect, and transcend scales, 
one project at a time. The new concept of beauty will 
need to address all these scales of impacts.

The Colorado Health Foundation: One project at a time. In 2014 
The Colorado Health Foundation assembled a team to 
define a new concept, Health Positive, and embody this 
in the design for its Denver headquarters. From this col-
laboration sprang a project envisioned to inspire occu-
pants and visitors, and the surrounding neighborhood, 
to consider options daily that positively impact human 
wellness: mental, physical, spiritual. Through a balanced 
approach to resource conservation and accommodation 
for future generations, the design expresses and empow-
ers the project’s holistic support of human health, and 
global life. 

This result aspires to bridge the scales of human health. 
Following principles of Health Positive design and tar-
geting high levels of LEEDv4 and WELL certification, the 
team interwove strategies. This ranged from pairing the 
efficiency of a variable refrigerant flow mechanical sys-
tem with selective glazing and structure for future roof 
photovoltaics to biophilic spatial continuity between 
inside and out, and healthful material selections. It in-
cluded floor plates, layouts and glazed partitions for opti-
mized daylighting; efficient and variable temperature ar-
tificial lighting; abundant, varied, low-water landscaping 
inside and out, including a central green wall; acoustical 
and indoor air quality optimization; and celebration of 

active design through highly visible, consciously crafted 
grand stairway, bike and fitness room elements.

Members of The Colorado Health Foundation’s team 
embraced this; their reactions moved us. 

It is a humbling responsibility to contemplate beau-
ty in the built environment as delivering health, and 
life. But that’s exactly what it can do. Medical impacts 
on patients, research and individually devastating ex-
treme weather events render the effects on each of us of 
our collective alteration of the planet no longer abstract. 
They’re real and defined, making communication of the 
importance of considering this in every built project eas-
ier to convey than ever before. We as architects need to 
seize this opportunity and craft a new approach, create 
a new form of beauty that truly responds to these chal-
lenges and leads the way to an architecture that supports 
our very existence.

Our Future Market. Knowledge and technological ad-
vancements develop as quickly as the global community 
changes, exemplifying the resilient promise of human 
ingenuity. We face a unique opportunity as an industry 
to open our minds, work together, and to consciously el-
evate our economies and communities one project, con-
sideration and priority at a time. Through a complete and 
more broadly defined understanding of human health, 
we can help to shape a new interpretation of beauty, and 
a globally influential architecture for life. \\ 

Christy.Collins@davispartnership.com
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Beauty: the quality present 
in a thing or person that 
gives intense pleasure 
or deep satisfaction 
to the mind, whether 
arising from sensory 
manifestations (as 
shape, color, sound, etc.), 
a meaningful design or 
pattern, or something 
else (as a personality 
in which high spiritual 
qualities are manifest). 

mailto:Christy.Collins@davispartnership.com
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Inside & Out(side)   Consilium

We were part of the innovative design 
team tasked with the transformation of the 
140,000-square-foot Stanley Aviation building 
and 22-acre site into Stanley Marketplace, a 
mixed-use community destination that hous-
es local retail and restaurants, co-working of-
fice space, a community garden and an event 
center, among its diverse tenants.  

Consilium Design formulated a concept for 
Stanley Marketplace to create an inviting, at-
tractive and functional landscape that accom-
plishes environmental, cultural and economic 
sustainability principles.  

In keeping with our goal of uncommon re-
spect for people, planet and purpose, we iden-
tified native landscape zones and prioritized 
preservation and restoration, with addition-
al xeriscape plantings that reduce watering 
needs.  

The reduced impervious surfaces through-
out the site and the reuse of salvaged mate-
rials from previous structures mitigate the 
overall impact of construction.

Our team prepared a site master plan that 
includes a 6-acre parklike open space, event 
terraces and urban market plazas that will 
further establish Stanley Marketplace as a 
neighborhood destination. By accommodat-
ing multimodal transportation, we see in-
creases in circulation and ease of access to the 
venue.

Stanley Marketplace is the cornerstone re-
development for the Westerly Creek Village 
Urban Renewal Plan in Northwest Aurora, 
Colorado.  The landscape design is reflective 
of the site and its cultural, historic and physi-
cal context within Westerly Creek Village and 
Stapleton.

Consilium Design and the team accom-
plished these impressive sustainability goals:

• Preservation and restoration of the native 
landscape.

• Adaptive reuse of salvaged materials and 
structures.

• Minimization of impervious surfaces.
• The reduction of the urban heat island ef-

fect.
• The enhancement of water quality.
• Xeriscape design.
• The encouragement of multi-modal trans-

portation.

Stanley Marketplace |  
Consilium Design

PROJECT TEAM
CLIENT: Flightline Ventures
ARCHITECT: Workshop 8
CIVIL ENGINEER: Ware Malcomb
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Consilium Design

1

2

3

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9991
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IMAGES: Consilium Design

Inside & Out(side)   Consilium

1. Outdoor dining areas encircle 
the entire marketplace, each with 
mindful and colorful xeriscape 
and repurposed salvaged materi-
als from the original building.

IMAGE: From the Hip photography

2. Beer Garden with salvaged  
concrete decorative wall

3. Cherry Circle, a showcase 
entrance, demonstrates the pe-
destrian-focused connections to 
surrounding neighborhoods and 
open space.

4. Salvaged concrete encased in 
steel are used through the site as 
a screen for parked cars and to 
define pedestrian entrance ways.

5. Repurposed Stanley Aviation 
signage demonstrates the pres-
ervation and restoration of this 
iconic historical business; more 
outdoor seating is featured here.

6. Site plan

4 5

6
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2017 Denver Design Merit Award Winner 
The Halcyon Hotel, gkkworks
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The Maven Hotel, JNS Architecture 
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Inside & Out(side)   Design Concepts

The West Fields at Highland Heritage Park in 
Douglas County recently celebrated the opening of 
two new synthetic turf fields. Both fields feature 
GreenFields synthetic turf and Carolina High Mast 
self-lowering LED lights.

The West Fields are among the first locations in 
the U.S. to install the MX Trimension woven syn-
thetic turf, which is hailed by athletes and field 
managers as one of the highest-performing syn-
thetic turfs available. 

Games will be able to be played on the West Fields 
in almost any kind of weather. The GreenFields turf 
has perforations in the backing that allow water to 
quickly exit the field – up to 20 inches of water per 
hour. Within minutes of even a torrential down-
pour, play will resume on these fields.

These fields also have extensive drainage systems, 
precise field slope and porous detention ponds. 
They were designed to accommodate existing soils 
conditions, field orientation, weather conditions 
and regional athletic association requirements.

Soccer Fields Striped for New Guidelines
In 2016 U.S. Soccer standardized smaller-sided 

games for all age groups under 12. The number of 
players per team is determined by age groups and 
the fewer the players, the smaller the field sizes (see 
middle photo).

The West Fields are striped for these smaller-sid-
ed games, which will encourage skill development 
aligned with the stages of physical development in 
children. Younger soccer players will benefit from 
smaller fields, where they will spend less time run-
ning and more time trying to execute plays. The 
tighter space also encourage better ball control and 
technical finesse, and give each player a greater 
chance to have a meaningful role in the game.

LED Self-Lowering Lights Reduce Energy 
The West Fields include Carolina High Mast 

self-lowering LED lights. These instant-on lights will 
reduce energy consumption (there is no warm-up 
time needed). They have a longer lifespan than tradi-
tional HID lights, and require minimal maintenance. 

The lights will increase light cutoff, limit light spill 
and reduce glare. The dimmable lights will perform 
at full power for game play, lower output for practice, 
and the lowest output for safety lighting.

High-Tech Park Fields |  
Design Concepts

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9992
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PROJECT TEAM
OWNER: Douglas County 

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Design Concepts

CIVIL ENGINEER: JVA

CONTRACTOR: Designscapes Colorado

SYNTHETIC TURF: GreenFields USA

SPORTS LIGHTING: Carolina High Mast

IMAGES: Design Concepts

Inside & Out(side)   Design Concepts

Self-lowering LED lights by Carolina High Mast.

West Fields is one of the first locations in the U.S. to install MX Trimension woven synthetic turf.
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Learn more at henselphelps.com

Celebrating 80 Years 
With Another Office

Location In Denver Metro

Thursday,   MORNING 15th Annual Property Management Conference & Expo
February 8  AFTERNOON Retail Summit & Expo

Thursday,   MORNING Spring Multifamily Development & Investment 
March 8          Conference & Expo
   AFTERNOON Single Tenant NNN Conference & Expo

Tuesday,   MORNING Health Care & Medical Office Buildings 
April 17    Conference & Expo
   AFTERNOON Senior Housing & Care Conference & Expo

Tuesday,   MORNING Development & Construction Forecast & Expo
June 5  AFTERNOON Investment & Finance Conference & Expo
   
Tuesday,   MORNING Residential & Commercial Land Development  
August 23    Conference & Expo
   AFTERNOON Hotel Summit & Expo
   
Wednesday,  MORNING Office Summit & Expo
September 5 AFTERNOON Industrial Summit & Expo

Tuesday,   MORNING Fall Multifamily Development & Investment   
October 30    Conference & Expo
   AFTERNOON Future of Office Space Conference & Expo

2018 CONFERENCE SERIES

For more information on these events, including exhibitor and sponsorship opportunities, 
please contact Jon Stern at 303-623-1148 ext. 101 or e-mail jstern@crej.com.

Additional conferences and dates to be announced

All of the following events will be held at 
The Hyatt Regency Aurora- 
Denver Conference Center  
13200 E. 14th Place, Aurora, CO 80011

www.iron-horse-architects.com | (720) 855-7572

Aviation  |  Infrastructure Design  |  Science & Technology  |  Transit Oriented Development

Together we design resilient places and spaces that strengthen communities.

Laboratory Planner / Designer

Associate Architect Transit Station Planner / DesignerLaboratory Planner / Designer

Associate ArchitectAssociate Architect

https://www.henselphelps.com/
https://www.facebook.com/HenselPhelpsCommunications/
https://twitter.com/henselphelps
https://www.linkedin.com/company/21743?trk=tyah&trkInfo=clickedVertical:company,clickedEntityId:21743,idx:3-1-7,tarId:1473431308021,tas:Hensel%20Phelps
https://www.instagram.com/henselphelps/
http://www.iron-horse-architects.com/
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RNL: Sarah McGarry’s Top 5 for Workplace Design

Sarah McGarry, 
IIDA, LEED AP  

Senior Associate, 
Senior Project 

Manager, RNL, 
now Stantec

Designer Approved  

1

2

3

4 5

1. A piece that can tell a story  
I’m particularly fond of custom pieces that show crafts-

manship and wood working. It helps soften the office and 
make it unique. When it’s someone local, even better. Two 
of my local favorites are CS woods and Showtime.  

sjotime.com
www.cswoods.com   

2. Natural elements 
I love nothing more than a beautiful marble slab or 

tile. When I recently came across this marble collection 
by Kreoo, I couldn’t grab samples fast enough. Gorgeous 
stones, inlayed with brass or patterns made by bas-relief. 

 
www.kreoo.com/marble-floor-coatings-collection

3. When function and beauty collide 
The Tuohy Tryg table is a sculptural and unique state-

ment that is also completely functional. This table offers 
many unique finish options (concrete, etched glass, met-
al, etc.) making it one of a kind, but it also addresses the 
required power, data and functional aspects of a confer-
ence table. It can also be specified in a standing height, 
which is a request we are seeing much more frequently in 
corporate design! 

www.tuohyfurniture.com/3/tryg.html    

4. Black is the new black
We are seeing new metal tones: black, matte black and 

brass make major waves to the old stainless-steel stand-
by. The matte black, Delta Trinsic faucet is on point from 
both a finish and design stand point, but it is also budget 
friendly. 

www.deltafaucet.com/kitchen/product/9959T-BL-DST 

5. Everything has a place 
As a designer I appreciate nothing more than walking 

into an organized and uncluttered office space. The Hal-
con Halo Credenza has a spot for it all – dishes, glass 
wear, mugs, refrigerator beverage doors – it’s a true "ser-
vice concierge” with beautiful detailing. 

www.halconfurniture.com/products/halo?slide=0   

http://sjotime.com/
http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9993
http://www.cswoods.com/
http://www.kreoo.com/marble-floor-coatings-collection
http://www.tuohyfurniture.com/3/tryg.html
http://www.deltafaucet.com/kitchen/product/9959T-BL-DST
http://www.halconfurniture.com/products/halo?slide=0
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www.floorz.com

Floorz is a market leader and involved 
locally to provide service in commercial 
flooring unmatched by competitors.

303-657-9700
AskBrinkmann.com

BALFOUR AT STAPLETON | Denver, CO  
63,000 SF Senior Living Facility 

►

ST. LOUIS │ DENVER │ KANSAS CITY

http://www.askbrinkmann.com/
http://www.floorz.com/
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1. ArtPro  
Client: SteelWave, 370 Interlocken Blvd., Broomfield 

Art Pro is a local custom graphics printer and install-
er with an enormous range of products and professional 
services. ArtPro’s superb in-house graphic designers bring 
conceptual ideas into functional reality. To augment a mul-
tipurpose tenant lounge, ArtPro designed and created cus-
tom vinyl wall graphics inspired by a geometric upholstery 
fabric pattern used on furniture pieces within the same 
space. Translucent glass film, which echoed the same geo-
metric contours, offered both privacy and design continuity 
for a fitness room off the main lounge space.  

www.artproprint.com   

2. Merchants Office Furniture 
Client: Engrain, 5660 Greenwood Plaza Blvd., Suite 350, 
Greenwood Village

“Merchants” boasts 75 years in metro Denver. Mer-
chants’ recent partnership with West Elm Workspace With 
Inscape offers a “resimercial” design strategy, a fusion of 
residential personal style and commercial durability. That 
marriage proved fortuitous for a real estate marketing firm 
looking to embrace the industrial feel of a downtown loft 
with just the right measure of residential impact. Mer-
chants worked tirelessly to blend the West Elm brand with 
the client’s eclectic collection of unique artwork and signa-
ture pieces. The resulting open plan space featured a mix 
of seating areas promoting the collaborative culture of the 
highly mobile millennial staff and management. 

www.merchantsofficefurniture.com

3. K2 
Client: QSC, 4888 Pearl East Circle, Suite 108, Boulder

Modern office space must fulfill the requirements for 
both the aesthetic and the functional. That is, the success-
ful space must perform, especially in a specialized envi-
ronment. K2’s consulting services guided a Boulder-based 
designer and manufacturer of audio and video systems 
through the rigorous construction process for a high-tech-
nology office. K2’s recommendations for acoustic perfor-
mance and custom A/V systems designs transformed the 
space from simple office to true working sound lab. 

The finished space featured several multifunctional 
hubs to allow design staff to build, test and tweak their new 
technologies in-house without disturbing fellow coworkers. 

www.thisisk2.com    

5. The Lighting Agency 
Client: SteelWave, Stanford Place III, 4582 S. Ulster St., 
Denver

Custom architectural lighting is as much technolo-
gy as artistry in today’s built environment. Denver-based 
The Lighting Agency simplifies the complex process of 
designing and installing architectural lighting and lighting 
controls. For a remodel of an oddly shaped lobby with a 
limited ceiling height, The Lighting Agency partnered with 
the design team to implement a geometric cove light plan 
that brought new life to a previously “vanilla” ceiling plane. 
Its invaluable assistance provided guidance and support 
through the installation, ensuring the overall, original vision 
was functionally achieved.

  
www.thelightingagency.com   

Abbey Lyon Highlights Kieding’s Recent Favorites

Abbey Lyon, 
NCIDQ, LEED AP 

Design Director

Designer Approved  

1

2

3

4

5
Photos: David M. Budd Photography

4. Ramos Upholstery
Client: U Baron Group/Etai’s Bakery Café, 6400 S. Fiddlers 
Green Circle, Greenwood Village

Restaurant seating spaces always require functionality, 
and durability. When a local family owned catering and 
food service company required custom banquette and 
booth seating, they called upon local, family owned Ramos 
Upholstery to provide the expert craftsmanship. Ramos 
delivered custom furniture pieces that not only fit per-
fectly within the functional footprint, but upheld the clean 
design aesthetic demanded by the project team. Ramos 
Upholstery’s creative services helped shape the unique, 
signature look of the restaurant through the reliability of 
low-tech, high-level artistry for which they are so highly re-
garded. 

 
www.ramosupholstery.com 

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9994
http://www.artproprint.com/
http://www.merchantsofficefurniture.com/
http://www.thisisk2.com/
http://www.thelightingagency.com/
http://www.ramosupholstery.com/
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StoutStrategies is now  
BRANDiac Strategies.
We made a smart move to improve our 
brand. We’re brand maniacs who use both 
sides of our brains to balance strategy 
with creativity. And we can help you  
capitalize on your brand and maximize 
your marketing efforts, too. 

READY TO BE YOUR BEST BRAND? 
LET’S PUT OUR HEADS TOGETHER AND 
COME UP WITH SOME BRAINY IDEAS. 

WE CAN HELP ANY  
BRAND WORK SMARTER.  

EVEN OUR OWN.

www.brandiacstrategies.com

CONTACT US: 303.800.1391
Stacy Stout: stacy@brandiacstrategies.com
Jo Fukaye: jo@brandiacstrategies.com

http://www.brekhustile.com/
http://www.brandiacstrategies.com/
mailto:stacy@brandiacstrategies.com
mailto:jo@brandiacstrategies.com
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W
ith the economy healthy again after 
the recession and rents on the rise in 
urban centers, commercial office ten-
ants and developers are considering 

alternative locations to the traditional central busi-
ness district. This trend is coupled with the millenni-
al generation growing up and reaching child-rearing 
years. They aren’t ready to leave the city but some are 
choosing to leave the urban core to start a family while 
enjoying the conveniences of city living in alternative 
urban locations. 

It has been common in this tight labor market for em-
ployers to follow the talent pool and locate where their 
employees want to be. One solution is to look where the 
family ready talent wants to live and locate in office buildings near tran-
sit for commuting convenience in outlying urban neighborhoods or in 
inner-ring suburbs. Shorter commutes mean happier and more produc-
tive employees. 

A notable change in alternatives to downtown office locations is the 
increased focus on near-transit buildings – often in suburbs and outly-
ing city neighborhoods – as regional transit systems expand. The office 
building itself may be outside the CBD, but if it is located near rail lines, 
it can attract tenants and their employees seeking urban walkability and 
easy access to the amenities typically found in downtown office loca-
tions.

 
Making A Place 

Across the Denver metro area, architects, planners and developers are 
transforming streets into “places” by creating squares, parks and plazas 
that serve as multiuse destinations and encourage informal marketplac-
es, pop-up events and gathering spaces to relax, unwind and socialize. 
The design of surrounding buildings plays a leading role in creating and 
supporting those popular public spaces. KTGY has been working with 
Forest City to master plan such a place at Central Park Station in Denver’s 
Stapleton neighborhood. 

Comprising six city blocks the mixed-use complex combines an au-
thentic, distinctively urban feel with the added benefit of proximity to 
transit, and therefore connection – through RTD’s FasTracks commuter 
and light-rail network – to other desirable destinations throughout the 
entire metro area. This connectivity, combined with Stapleton’s family 
friendly neighborhoods, gives this location, at the midpoint between 
downtown Denver’s Union Station and Denver International Airport, the 
opportunity to attract the talent and tenants necessary to compete and 
grow.

 

Terry Willis
Principal, 
KTGY Ar-
chitecture + 
Planning

Placemaking 
Between Downtown 
and Suburbia

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9995
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Mastering a Plan with Central Park Station (Stapleton) 
The Central Park Station plan is focused around an iconic 

public space, one that provides opportunities for social and 
community events in a space that complements the sur-
rounding infrastructure – at the heart of the transit district, 
surrounded by a true mix of uses – from office and hotel to 
apartments, condos, and shopping, dining and entertainment 
options. 

We are designing Central Park Station ONE, a 190,000-square-
foot, six-story office building with nearly 16,000 sf of retail slat-
ed to deliver in 2019. The adjacent 300-unit apartment build-
ing, also designed by our firm, is slated to open on a similar 
timeline and will provide highly amenitized rental housing. 
Together, these two buildings are shaped to partially enclose 
and define the central public space on three sides with active 
ground-floor functions that open out onto the public plaza.

The other half of the plaza will be developed with phase 
two of the development. The office and residential buildings 
that make up Central Park Station will be bisected by Uinta 
Street, which will be multimodal for cars and buses, offering 
dedicated bike lanes, but narrowed at the plaza to slow traffic 
for pedestrian safety. The plaza is lushly landscaped and, even-
tually, will be shaded by trees. Until the trees mature, shade 
structures in the form of lenticular clouds over the plains, as 
envisioned by Denver-based Dig Studios and fabricated by 
Denver-based Demiurge, will bring an artful, yet functional, 
aesthetic to the plaza. Office users on floors 2 through 6 can 
engage with the plaza from above via private balconies and a 
rooftop terrace programmed for the exclusive use of the top-
floor tenant.

 
Attracting the Next Generation 

No matter what the location, nearly all Denver office ten-
ants are focused on how much outdoor space is available. 
Central Park Station ONE features two balconies on each floor, 
overlooking the plaza, in addition to a large rooftop terrace, 
designed to offer an al fresco work experience. These spaces, 
more commonly found in a residential building than an of-
fice development, are intended to be extensions of the tenant’s 
interior offices. And, just as an amenity deck in an apartment 
building acts as an extension of individual residences, an out-
door gathering space just outside an office building encourag-
es serendipitous encounters and creates connections with the 
community.

A robust amenity package is required to attract 
next-generation talent. Those amenities often blur the de-
marcation of functions within the ground-floor office lobby. 
No longer is the austere commercial lobby de rigueur. Cafés 
and restaurants spill into the common lobby space, replete 
with a tech bar, lounge furniture, group and private meeting 
spaces, informational displays and rideshare waiting areas.

Established urban areas can organically create authentic 
community interaction in a way that many suburbs and new-
er urban areas lack. And the streetscape – especially in out-
lying neighborhoods – is where local professionals and area 
residents come together for social and cultural experiences. If 
streets are designed as public spaces, those spaces are inher-
ently connected to the fabric of the neighborhood, and the 
buildings lining them must be planned accordingly. Struc-
tures that are designed and programmed as an extension of 
the streetscape are the most likely to succeed in providing the 
connectivity their occupants – whether full-time residents or 
9-to-5 office workers – seek and, increasingly, expect.\\

/ Placemaking Between Downtown and Suburbia /

OPENING ART:

The plaza at the heart of Central Park Station, 
the mixed-use office, retail and residential 
complex under construction in Stapleton, 

provides ample opportunity for residents and 
workers to socialize and unwind.

TOP:

Park Station ONE features two balconies on 
each floor, overlooking the street-level plaza, 

in addition to a large rooftop terrace, designed 
to offer an al fresco work experience.

BOTTOM:

The KTGY-designed Central Park Station 
ONE is a 190,000-square-foot, six-story office 

building with nearly 16,000 square feet of retail 
slated to deliver in 2019. The adjacent 300-unit 
apartment building, also designed by KTGY, is 

slated to open on a similar timeline. 
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We are building COLORADO
www.swinerton.com/blog/colorado

http://www.csnaarchitects.com/
http://www.swinerton.com/blog/colorado
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T
he architect on Colorado College’s Tutt Li-
brary renovation and addition approached 
this project in a thoughtful manner. And 
no wonder: The 1962 library, designed by 

legendary architect Walter Netsch of Skidmore, Ow-
ings & Merrill, is a stellar example of mid-century 
Modern architecture. Netsch and SOM also designed 
the core campus of the U.S. Air Force Academy, now 
designated a national landmark. Netsch’s Tutt was part 
of the generation of construction in Colorado Springs 
that formed a constellation of Modern architectural 
stars. 

But times change, and practical issues arise: Students 
now own numerous mobile devices, studying and work-
ing together in a building that cried out for more data 
and power. Several years after Tutt was built, the school 
developed what is known as the Block Plan, where stu-
dents dive into one subject in an intensive three-and-a-half-week pe-
riod. The library becomes a second home, because the resources are all 
right there. With the renovation, the seating doubled, and the space in-
side increased 35 percent. 

Another aspect of the 1962 Tutt was what many considered a scarcity 
of natural daylight. The building’s original design featured slit windows 
about 9 feet tall and 9 inches wide inserted between concrete panels. 
For the new Tutt, several of those panels were removed and replaced by 
sensitively located large windows, which bring in natural light and offer 
stunning views. Most of the thin strips of window remain as a counter-
point to the new windows. 

From electronics to daylight, Colorado College was determined to in-
fuse sustainability throughout the project. College officials describe Tutt 
as the largest carbon-neutral, net-zero energy academic library in the 
country, with a geothermal energy field of 80 geothermal wells on the 
Armstrong Quad, a 115-kilowatt rooftop solar array, a 400-kW offsite solar 
array, and a 130-kW combined heat and power system.

Stephanie Kingsnorth, a principal with Pfeiffer Partners Architects in 
Los Angeles, was part of the Pfeiffer team that devised the new plan for 
the library renovation and addition. She considered its impact quite a 
bit. “The library has amazing bones and incredible concrete work,” she 
said, noting her regard for Walter Netsch’s design and the mid-century 
Modernist ethos. “I respect the building and wanted to weave something 
around it – the ribbon. We were wrapping it up like a gift.”

The “ribbon” is a colorful Swisspearl band that tops the new fourth-
floor addition and swirls up, over and around the building before heading 
for the ground. Three shades of red on irregular-sized rhomboid-shaped 
panels are arranged in horizontal strips. This ribbon of bright colors pulls 

Mary Chandler
Marketing 
Commu-
nications 
Specialist, 
GH Phipps 
Construc-
tion Cos.

Tutt Library Marries 
Modern Past with 
Today’s Needs

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9996
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all the parts together in reds that Kingsnorth said reference the 
sandstone found on campus and at the Garden of the Gods. “It’s 
100 percent Colorado Springs.” 

In terms of the way the new heating and cooling mechanical 
equipment works, “You can’t have a big glassy building,” she said. 
Still, “we had to find a way to open the building up.” The first 
floor is all glass, but she selected upper-level panels to replace 
with glass “where the people will be.” 

The biggest challenge for Kingsnorth – and the GH Phipps 
Construction Cos. senior project manager on Tutt – was how to 
deal with lower floor-to-ceiling heights than those found in to-
day’s construction, as well as working with an interior concrete 
structure. There was no drywall to hide the wires and cables. 
Kingsnorth says the “college’s commitment to getting technolo-
gy in this building was incredible.”

For GH Phipps Senior Project Manager Mike Hester, who has 
worked on the Colorado College campus for more than a de-
cade, “This has been the most complicated project, and I’ve spent 
half of my career on that campus.” The skeleton of an historic 
concrete building being tied in to a modern addition made “the 
ceiling heights almost impossible to get much wiring in.” But it 
got done, just as Team Tutt overcame a tight location, a nearby 
historic building, an aggressive schedule, demolition of an an-
nex, and moving half a million books out of – and then back 
into – the library. 

For Ian Johnson, Colorado College’s director of sustainability 
campuswide, his work was part of the up-front planning, while 
confirming the college’s board and officials were on board for 
the suite of systems that were installed to achieve carbon neu-
tral, net zero status. Johnson said that the college was fully com-
mitted to the plan.

He worked for that goal, rather than pushing for LEED certi-
fication. “LEED doesn’t guarantee any specific performance,” he 
said. “It’s more of a checklist. We followed the checklist, but we 
were more focused on what we want to get out of this building – 
the net zero.” This initiative led Colorado College to receive a 2017 
Innovation Award by the National Association of College and 
University Business Officers. 

There will be more net zero efforts on campus, he said, “It’s 
hard to go backwards. Success creates more success.” \\

/ Tutt Library Marries Modern Past with Today’s Needs /

OPENING ART:

The Tutt Library entrance.  
Courtesy Jennifer Coombes

ABOVE TOP:

The 1962 library, designed by legendary 
architect Walter Netsch of Skidmore, Owings 
& Merrill, is a stellar example of mid-century 

Modern architecture. Courtesy Jennifer 
Coombes. 

ABOVE BOTTOM:

With the renovation, the seating doubled, 
and the space inside increased 35 percent. 
Courtesy Michelle Meunier Photography
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WWW.CODACG.COM

We are a commercial general contractor specializing in 
tenant finish projects. We have exceptional superintendents, 
subcontractors and administrative support that are willing 
to go the extra mile for our clients. We complete projects 
on-time and on-budget with the quality and professionalism 
expected. Let us build your space to create a more inviting 
and appealing look for your employees, clients and visitors. 

Recently Completed 
Wild Child – Northfield
Spider Monkey – Aurora
Asarch Dermatology – Castle Rock
Coldwell Banker – Devonshire

Currently Under Construction
Shea Homes – Lone Tree
Wound Care – Thornton
ET Investments – Parker
Cherry Creek Internal Medicine – Rose

Please contact us for more information on how Coda Construction 
can help you with your next construction project.
 
MARK STRATTON, PRESIDENT
303.757.3133
MSTRATTON@CODACG.COM

PERIODONTICS OF CHERRY CREEK

HINDMAN SANCHEZ

WORLD WIDE TECHNOLOGY

ON DECK - DENVER POST BUILDING

http://koplininteriors.com/
http://www.codacg.com/
mailto:MSTRATTON@codacg.com
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N
ow that construction on the Regional 
Transportation District’s Civic Center Sta-
tion is in its final stages, the more than 
15,000 daily transit riders who use the sta-

tion will soon enjoy safer, easier and more transpar-
ent access to RTD services. For commuters or those 
living, working or visiting downtown, the station’s 
transition will help revitalize one of Denver’s most 
iconic and visible public spaces with a thoughtful de-
sign that provides new form and improved function. 
Three canopies outside the glass-enclosed station help 
frame the views to and from Civic Center Plaza, high-
lighting its connection to Civic Center Park, the Capitol 
and the 16th Street Mall transit corridor. The new center 
will solve problems caused by aging infrastructure, and moisture leaks 
that were plaguing the 30-plus-year-old former facility, along with traf-
fic routing for the buses. Civic Center Station serves 18 bus routes and 
is bounded by 16th and Colfax avenues on the north and south, North 
Broadway to the west and Lincoln Street to the east. 

When complete, more than 160,000 craft labor hours will have gone 
into this approximately $31 million project. Extensive management and 
coordination were required to renovate a two-story station burrowed un-
der a landscaped plaza and situated above a single-level, 105,000-square-
foot underground parking garage, which was also connected to the adja-
cent 22-story Civic Center Plaza office building. The demolition required 
to separate the station from the 4- to 6-inch-thick waffle slabs and 18- to 
24-inch-thick beams that joined it to the Civic office tower was almost 
like surgery. The year-and-a-half-long construction process continued 
on schedule while accommodating the 5,000 people who use the office 
tower during the week, in addition to RTD passengers who board buses 
at nearby temporary shelters. Access to the tower’s loading dock, directly 
adjacent to the station renovation, also had to be maintained, and vi-
bration from construction equipment had to be monitored to ensure it 
stayed within limits. 

Construction crews removed more than 12,000 cubic yards of concrete, 
as well as 9,000 cubic yards of dirt, to bring the site down to the level of 
adjacent street grades on the south and east borders of the project. 

To support the concrete structure, the design called for a structural 
fill solution based on the use of structural geofoam infill material, con-
sisting of closed-cell expanded polystyrene manufactured into large, 
lightweight blocks. The team started out with nearly 220,000 cubic feet 
of geofoam blocks to support the bus loading area, Lincoln level plaza 
and terminal walkways, at depths varying from 18 to 60 inches. More 
than 2,200 of these geofoam blocks were custom fabricated, based on la-
ser scans provided by Mortenson’s virtual design and construction group. 

Dave Espinosar
Senior Project 
Manager, 
Mortenson
Construc-
tion

Civic Center 
Station: 
Transit Bookends Ready to 
Support the Next Chapter

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=9997
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Mortenson ultimately custom cut and installed the 220,000 cubic feet of 
geofoam on the project site, likely the largest such installation in down-
town Denver. 

One of the most distinctive design features on the new station are the 
new bus shelter canopies. The largest is the 500-foot-long boomerang 
canopy on the plaza level, which includes the same fabric used at the 
other “transit bookend” at the opposite end of the 16th Street Mall, Union 
Station. The boomerang canopy is lit from within, providing a unique 
glow while opening up views to nearby landmarks. The canopies are sup-
ported by 15- to 30-foot-tall structural steel columns.

“Our canopy systems will be the most iconic and visible elements of 
our project,” said Richard Rost, facilities engineering manager at RTD. “The 
encapsulate profile of the main canopy is unique and complex.” 

Inside, visitors will notice a clear and positive difference when com-
paring this new station to the original one. Clear sight lines, improved 
transparency though glazing, exposed ceilings that allow for easy utility 
and maintenance access, and the addition of 15,000 porcelain tiles help 
achieve goals for sustainability and ease of maintenance.\\

PROJECT TEAM

OWNER:  
Regional Transportation District

DESIGN ARCHITECT:  
Perkins Eastman

ARCHITECT OF RECORD:  
Short Elliott Hendrickson (SEH) Inc.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER:  
Martin/Martin

PRIME CONTRACTOR:  
Mortenson Construction

DEMOLITION:   
ARC/American Demolition

TENSILE STRUCTURE CONTRACTOR:   
Structurflex

/ Civic Center Station: Transit Bookends Ready to Support the Next Chapter /

OPENING ART:

The new Civic Center Plaza showcases the 
Capitol building

ABOVE LEFT:

Tthe addition of 15,000 porcelain tiles help 
achieve goals for sustainability and ease 

of maintenance. 

ABOVE RIGHT:

Aging infrastructure and moisture leaks 
plagued the 30-plus-year-old former 

facility. 

RIGHT:

The view to the Capitol building will be 
framed by three canopies.
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VACANT LAND OFFERING

Accepting bids for individual, multiple, or all pad sites.
Bid offering deadline: Wednesday, January 10, 2018.

More information: colorado.gov/statelandboard/publicbids
Contact us: 48andtowerbid@state.co.us

 • 10 miles from DIA
     • Major traf c corridor
    • Green Valley Ranch amenities 
    • Zoning
    – CMU-10 (pad site 2)
           – CMU-20 (remaining pad sites)
    •  The site is entitled with two plats: Tower 160 and 

Tower 160 Filing 2 in the City & County of Denver. 

An innovative land trust funding Colorado schools since 1876.

THE  WENCEL  BU I LD ING 

THESTUDIOARCHITECTURE .COM
866.529.9130

"The design that they brought from day one on The Wencel 

Building was really creative. That's what you want from your 

architects. We're very, very happy with the finished product."

Jeff Wingert, Partner - WW Reynolds Real Estate Services

http://www.thestudioarchitecture.com/
https://www.colorado.gov/statelandboard/requests-proposals-and-public-bids
mailto://48andtowerbid@state.co.us
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A
common misconception of theater de-
sign is that architects are given the op-
portunity to create a “dramatic space.” In 
reality, however, good theater architecture 

creates a supportive enclosure that focuses as much 
energy as possible toward the performance that will 
inhabit the space. The challenge is to bend all of the 
layers of the project toward the goal of serving future 
performances as completely as possible, and making it 
look simple. 

The performance venue itself represents the inter-
section of many competing interests: patron comfort, 
technical capability, life safety, sightlines, acoustics and 
circulation, to name a few. Balancing all of these prior-
ities in an existing building represented a particular challenge at the 
recently completed upgrade of The Space Theatre in the Denver Center 
for the Performing Arts’ Bonfils Theatre Complex. The highly anticipated 
$9 million renovation, which reopened in September after an extensive 
18-month renovation, is a good example of what goes into bringing a 
prominent city theater decades into the future. 

Renovating the space. As one of the region’s most unique performance 
venues, The Space is renowned for its five-sided, intensely intimate, flex-
ible design. Thus, when our firm was asked to oversee the gutting and 
rebuilding of the theatre, we approached our role with a balance of pres-
ervation and complete re-thinking of the task at hand.

“The DCPA has been fortunate to work with Semple Brown for over a 
decade. The Semple Brown team undoubtedly has a deep understanding 
of modern theatrical design but they also work tirelessly to make sure 
that the design serves each and every client need,” said Clay Courter, vice 
president and facilities and event services, Denver Center for the Per-
forming Arts. 

Preservation included keeping the five-sided shape, the cast-in-place 
concrete and the immersive seating configuration. A complete re-think-
ing included a total rearrangement of how the audience enters the the-
atre, and the location of critical support spaces. 

“Working on the Space Theatre renovation, it was extremely important 
to us that the quality of our spaces mirror the quality of the productions 
produced by our Tony-Award winning theatre company for the last 40 
years,” said Courter. “Semple Brown had a keen understanding of the 
building’s original architectural integrity and worked diligently to en-
sure that the new Space Theatre honored the original architect’s stylistic 
intent while also bringing the facility into the 21st century.”

The history. The original theater complex, designed by Kevin Roche 
John Dinkeloo and Associates, opened in 1979 as a purpose-built arts cen-
ter for a resident theatre company with two live theater venues, a cinema 

Chris Wineman 
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Semple 
Brown | 
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Designers
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Experience 
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Performance Design
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and a rehearsal studio. (I attended my first production in 
the Space Theatre in 1984 as a graduate student, worked in 
the facility for three years as a professional, and have been 
fascinated by its uniqueness ever since.)

By 2010, however, the DCPA recognized that multiple 
areas of the theater complex needed updating to address 
shifts in audience expectations and programming needs. 
They commissioned our firm to evaluate opportunities and 
help prioritize phased improvements, the first of which 
was a renovation of the lobby completed in 2011 (including 
relocating the box office, enlarging the café, increasing pa-
tron seating, and de-cluttering signage and graphics). The 
second project iteration converted little-used office space 
into a new patron and special event room called the Direc-
tors’ Room. And the third phase identified was the Space 
Theatre renovation. 

After more than three decades and some 400 produc-
tions, our 2014 assessment – done in collaboration with 
Theatre Projects Consultants – determined that the the-
ater needed improvements to its audience amenities, per-
formance infrastructure, circulation, code compliance, 
support spaces and accessibility to meet the needs of the 
future. We led a skilled team that included Theatre Proj-
ects Consultants, K2, Martin/Martin and MKK Consulting 
Engineers, and set out to improve all of the identified ar-
eas while retaining everything that was beloved about the 
theater, including the intimacy and the audience interplay 
created by the “in the round” arena form itself.

A Theater for the Future. Today, while the size of The Space's 
performance area is nearly identical, and the pentagonal 
shape of the room has been maintained, a greater portion 
of the audience seating has been moved to the main level, 
achieving closer eye contact with the actors while sustain-
ing the sense of intimacy and energy. Five scenic openings 
can be open or filled with seats, depending on the produc-
tion needs, and the entire stage floor area over the trap 
room can be opened for scenic use. The main entrance 
has also been relocated to give The Space its own dedi-
cated lobby, better circulation, improved accessibility and 
its own restrooms. Improved acoustical isolation, ventila-
tion, and production capabilities (new accessible dressing 
rooms, five new control booths, lighting controls, new stair 
to the trap room and improved rigging support) and im-
proved life safety features were included as well. 

A refreshed palette also adds warmth through the in-
troduction of wood panels at the front of the mezzanines, 
yet retains the “technical” feel of the building through ex-
posed cast concrete and new metal panels lining the the-
atre. New, upgraded seats also provide comfort throughout.

“Original surfaces and finishes were uncovered and re-
stored in creative ways.,” added Courter.  “New finishes were 
selected specifically to complement, enhance and warm 
the added spaces. The result is a seamless blend of the old 
and new. This space will carry us in the next 40 years and 
we could not have done it without Semple Brown."

A casual glance at this transformed space may not de-
tect the depth of the changes to the building. But the 
many new capabilities and offerings of The Space The-
atre will be apparent for years to come, both in the per-
formances mounted in the theater, and the enhanced 
experience audience members will enjoy there. The 
unique character and dynamic energy of this new the-
ater has prepared Denver’s vibrant performing arts scene 
for a new generation.\\

PHOTOS: David Lauer Photography

OPENING ART LEFT:

The new lobby floor level replaces the 
stairway that formerly guided patrons to a 
lower-level entry, allowing access to a new 

floor of restrooms.

OPENING ART RIGHT:

The new entry portal gives the Space Theatre 
entrance scale and a visual focal point that 

also allows for a sound-and-light lock to 
isolate the theter from lobby noise

ABOVE:

While the new Space Theatre retains the 
five-sided form of the original, it concentrates 
more seats at the lower level, which enhances 
intimacy. The new, much warmer color palette 
provides a neutral background for the scenery 

of an in-the-round theater.
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W
ith the Dry Creek light-rail stop a 
block away, Miller Global Properties 
knew its Panorama Park parcel had 
tremendous opportunity for develop-

ment. However, with the nation just starting to 
recover from the recession, large corporate users 
were still hesitant to invest in ground-up office 
expansion.

Miller Global initially hired The Weitz Co. to 
provide site development and construction for a 
six-story, 223,500-gross-square-foot spec office (core 
and shell) building with a two-level, 160,000-sf, 500-
car parking structure. Having completed 16 projects 
together, the firms have a 20-year history of developing and con-
structing projects throughout the Denver metro area. Approxi-
mately six months into the development process, a full-building 
tenant was identified, which altered the design and changed the 
project into a build-to-suit. The original design of the building was 
structural steel. During the preconstruction phase, Weitz proposed 
changing the structure to precast concrete, resulting in a cost sav-
ings of approximately $2 million and creating a shortened schedule. 

This build-to-suit office building is the newest addition to the 
Arrow Electronics campus in Centennial. With 2016 sales of $23.8 bil-
lion, Arrow guides innovation forward for over 125,000 of the world’s 
leading manufacturers of technology used in homes, business and 
daily life. Through a network of more than 465 locations serving 
over 90 countries, Arrow brings electronics and enterprise comput-
ing solutions to industrial and commercial markets, and specializes 
in redeploying, remarketing and recycling technology equipment.

Arrow’s culture is very collaborative. Therefore, the third through 
eighth floors are built on raised-access flooring and have collab-
orative workspaces, neighborhood cafés and centralized meeting 
areas. In addition, the eighth floor features an open ceiling to the 
deck. The second floor – the “amenity level” – includes a full-service 
kitchen, dining facilities, fitness center, large training and confer-
encing facility. This eight-story, 260,000-sf Class A office building in-
cludes one level of below-grade parking and an attached, five-level, 
390,000-sf parking structure for 1,216 cars.

During the construction, Weitz was tasked with finding a cost-ef-
fective and constructible solution for the 35-foot-tall foundation 
wall on the north side of the parking structure. The challenge 
stemmed from tight site logistics necessitating a shoring system of 
soil nails and shotcrete to retain the soil along the property line par-
allel to Dry Creek Road. The 250-foot-long foundation wall for the 
parking structure had to be installed only 4 inches from the shoring 

Shad Cloeter 
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wall, so space and options were limited. 
The optimal solution was to combine 
the shoring system with the founda-
tion wall design. By making the shoring 
system permanent and designed to car-
ry all the soil loads, Weitz was able to 
build the foundation wall out of precast 
concrete. Precast concrete panels were 
made 35 feet tall, eliminating any hor-
izontal joints. The combination of these 
components provided a much more 
cost-effective, easily constructible and 
time saving solution.

Weitz performed the tenant build-out 
simultaneously with the building con-
struction and coordinated the extensive 
communication between the construc-
tion management team, interior de-
signers from OZ Architecture, subcon-
tractors and tenant vendors to ensure 
the building would still turnover on 
schedule per the request of the owner 
and its eager tenant, Arrow Electronics.\\

PHOTOS: James Ray Spahn

OPENING ART:

Arrow’s culture is very collaborative, which led to group 
workspaces, neighborhood cafés and centralized meeting areas.

TOP LEFT:

Arrow Electronics expanded its footprint in Centennial, opting 
for a build-to-suit project near the Dry Creek light-rail stop..

TOP RIGHT:

Arrow Electronics’ reception area. 

BOTTOM LEFT:

The second floor – the “amenity level” – includes a full-service 
kitchen and dining space.

ABOVE BOTTOM RIGHT:

The 250-foot-long foundation wall for the parking structure had 
to be installed only 4 inches from the shoring wall, so space and 

options were limited.
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V ail Health, previously Vail Valley Medical Center, recently com-
pleted the initial phases of its master plan expansion and ren-
ovation.

Vail Health’s mission is to provide superior health services with 
compassion and exceptional outcomes. They place the patient and 
family at the center of the organizational focus. Vail Health’s vision 
is to continue its development as an independent, nonprofit health 
care system, providing superior health services aligned to the needs 
of Eagle County residents and visitors. Vail Health is a Level 3 trau-
ma center with world-renowned orthopedic services, regional cancer 
services diagnostics and treatment, as well as childbirth, cardiology, 
endocrinology, general surgery and more.

Over the last three years, Gallun Snow worked with Heery Inter-
national Architects and Cator Ruma Engineering to design and im-
plement the West Wing expansion – more than 77,000 square feet 
of the initial phase of the master plan – to redevelop the 50-year-old 
medical center in Vail. This initial phase celebrated its ribbon-cutting 
ceremony in August with a new fourth-floor, renovated entry and 
several long-awaited expansions/improvements. GE Johnson was the 
general contractor.

The Steadman Philippon Research Institute is now located on the 
first and fourth floors and incorporates clinical space, with diagnostic 
imaging, biomotion and research labs. Howard Head Sports Medicine 
expanded on the first floor providing integrated physical therapy and 
rehabilitation services to optimize the patient experience. 

New medical spaces at Vail Health also include a state-of-the art 
imaging, and cardiopulmonary departments, along with a Cardiac 
Cath lab. The ICU/PCU wing of the existing hospital was expanded 
and renovated to improve patient privacy and acute care services; the 
third-floor surgical suite expanded along with the pre-op, PACU and 
sterile processing areas. The interior design team focused on improv-
ing the patient/family experience and privacy, staff efficiencies and 
sustainable design practices. 

Once completed Vail Health’s comprehensive remodel and expan-
sion will provide a comfortable, healing environment that enhances 
patient care and sets it on a path toward healing patients well into 
the future. Founded in 1965 Vail Health has grown into one of the 
world’s most advanced mountain health care systems providing 24/7 
emergency care, Olympic-quality sports medicine, evidence-based re-
search, modern cancer care, and extensive cardiovascular services.\\

Vail Health:
West Wing Expansion

TOP LEFT:

Howard Head Sports Medicine expanded on the first floor 
providing integrated physical therapy and rehabilitation 
services to optimize the patient experience.

TOP RIGHT:

The ICU/PCU wing of the existing hospital was expanded 
and renovated to improve patient privacy and acute care 
services.

BOTTOM:

Steadman Philippon Research Institute
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A
gleaming, faceted gem has risen in 
downtown Denver and its arrival has 
been impossible to miss. As you move 
around the city, its shape changes, its 
skin shifts from reflective to translu-
cent, and its unique roofline trans-

forms from mirroring the foothills to the crown of 
a diamond. 

Such is the shape-shifting splendor of 1144 Fif-
teenth, the $300 million, 40-story, 600-foot-tall, 
662,000-square-foot, Class A skyscraper of shim-
mering glass and aluminum at the corner of 15th 
and Arapahoe streets. The building is slated to open 
in January. 

It’s the tallest office tower to be built in Denver 
since the 1980s and the latest Denver addition from 
Hines, which brought us the legendary Wells Fargo 
Tower – also known as the Cash Register Building 
– in 1983.

And its latest lustrous gift to the Mile High sky-
line was made possible by the collaborative efforts 
of Hines Denver, Hines Houston and a team of ar-
chitects at world-renowned Pickard Chilton, based 
in New Haven, Connecticut. 

The high-rise will feature retail and lobby on 
level 1, state-of-the art fitness facility and a tenant 
living room on level 2, parking on levels 3-13 and 
offices on levels 14-40. There are also two levels of 
parking below grade. 

Worth the Wait
Hines began working on 1144 Fifteenth in 1999. 

And if you’re Hines, you didn’t get to be a global 
real estate giant by rushing into construction. You 
study. Then study some more. You wait. And you 
don’t move until the time is right. 

“We looked at a bunch of different data points 
and the most pointed fact was that if you took all 
the space in the central business district and add-
ed it up, it’s about 25 million square feet and the 
average age of an office building in that popula-
tion of buildings is 33 years old,” says Jay Despard, 
Hines senior managing director. “So we saw 1144 Fif-
teenth not only as an opportunity to energize this 
high-rise space, but to make something iconic for 
the Denver skyline — to redefine the landscape of 
downtown Denver.”

The gravity of the opportunity to change Den-
ver’s skyline for decades forward was not lost on 
Pickard Chilton Principal Tony Markese, FAIA.

“The chance to do something in a city that has 
such a great urban situation and have a significant, 
positive impact for years to come was something 
that really appealed to us,” says Markese. 

So, Why the Delay?
“We really couldn’t quite get the cycles right. The 

project began, then the tech bubble hit. Then we 
picked it up again and the recession in ’08 hit,” says 

WORDS: Kevin Criss
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Markese. “We were pretty excited when the project kicked off 
again and Hines said they thought the climate was right, the 
landowner and the investors thought it was the right time to 
get launched and do the project essentially without any ten-
ants.”

According to Markese and Despard, building on spec wasn’t 
much of a gamble because they saw an exploitable void in the 
marketplace for Class A office space. Their attitude became, “If 
we build it, they will come.”

“Part of it was that we found Denver was one of those towns 
where you really had to break ground, start construction and 
get a ways down the road in terms of the building being built 
for the market to respond,” said Markese. 

A groundbreaking ceremony for the project was held June 
10, 2015. 

A Colorado Influence on Design
As you gaze up at 1144 Fifteenth, it’s readily obvious that this 

is not production architecture. The faceted taper of the tower, 
the cleave right down the middle, the aluminum fins, precise 
beveled edges in the soffits – they all speak to a design team 
at the top of its game.

According to Markese, the idea of a more sculptural build-
ing was something that Hines and Pickard Chilton pursued 
from the start. 

“Part of our challenge was how do we take a classic sky-
scraper with a base, middle, and top and interpret in a new 
interesting way,” says Markese. “In order to reduce the bulk, 
the first thing we did was take a rectangle and shear it, split 

it down the middle and slide it a little bit. Then we began to 
look at ideas about faceting the surfaces as well as the top, so 
that it would catch the light and create a different perspective 
from multiple vantage points.”

“We did some really creative things at the top of the build-
ing, beveled the glass as it went around the building, offset 
the forward plates, so that from every different vantage point 
downtown you see a different building,” says Despard. “The 
Front Range was definitely an inspiration for the roofline and 
it is probably a building that you wouldn’t build in New York 
or San Francisco. There are lots of natural materials in the 
building that reflect elements of our state. So, that was the 
theme as we continued further defining the overall design.”

As Markese talked more about the design, he paused and 
remembered other key players in the process. “I’ve got to tell 
you, the city, and the organizations within the city, did a really 
good job of making sure that we delivered a quality building 
and they also allowed us to work with them collaboratively 
to come up with something that was visually interesting. We 
were impressed by that.”

The Key to Staying on Schedule
The fact that 1144 Fifteenth is on schedule, despite such a 

massive undertaking that sees 400 tradesman a day riding the 
hoist, is by design and process. 

“I think what makes Hines more successful is that we’re 
very focused on quality design, complete design, 100 percent 
design construction documents before we ever put a shovel in 
the ground,” says Dave Klebba, vice president of construction 
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for Hines. “We also had 100 percent of our subcontracts exe-
cuted before we ever broke ground and that’s kind of unheard 
of in the industry.”

According to Klebba, the only real challenges he faced were 
the ornate crown system and the glass enclosure of the park-
ing levels, a relatively unheard of move by a developer. 

“One thing that’s pretty challenging on this project is the 
coordination of the crown system and how you work through 
the crown design and basically maintain the building,” says 
Klebba. “We created a BMU (building maintenance unit) on 
top of the building that will cantilever out and drop scaffold-
ing down either side of the building for window washing and 
other maintenance.”

“And you don’t normally see above-grade parking levels 
clad in glass,” says Klebba. “The challenge was to make the 
glass look consistent as we transitioned from the parking ga-
rage up through the office tower because one is laminated 
and the other is not. So, making a visual consistency was pret-
ty challenging.

“You should see the size of the mock-ups we built to get it 
right,” Klebba adds. “These were full, 30-foot-tall mock-ups to 
get the visual understanding of the glazing transition from 
the parking garage to the tower. And we got it right because 
you can’t tell the difference.”

And according to Kurt Seeman, operations manager for 
Hensel Phelps, the staffing shortage that afflicts many GCs in 
the Denver area were never a real problem for them. 

“With the Denver market being extremely busy, manpow-
er was definitely a concern,” says Seeman. “However Hensel 

/ 1144 Fifteenth Birth of a Denver Icon /

OPENING ART:

Stunning views from the upper floors of 
1144 Fifteenth abound, but the bird’s eye 
view from the 40th-floor terraces are 
truly jaw-dropping. This northwest-facing 
terrace displays the Pepsi Center, Elitch 
Gardens, and miles and miles of the Front 
Range.

TOP:

Work continues on one of the two 40th-
floor terraces that will be utilized as 
outdoor meeting and event spaces. A 
larger terrace graces the 14th floor..

BOTTOM:

The second-floor tenant lounge overlooks 
the grand lobby of 1144 and features 
work areas, a large fireplace and sofas 
perfect for unwinding or having informal 
meetings. 

RIGHT:

The spectacular triple-height lobby, with 
fumed Aspen walls and dark brown 
Ermosa stone flooring, draws visitors from 
the street, while a staircase leads from the 
lobby to the second-floor tenant lounge.

PROJECT TEAM

OWNER:  
Hines

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:   
Hensel Phelps

DESIGN ARCHITECT: 
Pickard Chilton Architects Inc.

PRODUCTION ARCHITECT:   
Kendall/Heaton Associates Inc.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER:   
Martin/Martin Inc.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:   
Design Workshop 
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Phelps has very strong relationships with the subcontractor community 
and it was through those relationships that we were able to manage the 
required manpower for the project.”

Designed from the Inside Out
Considering that 1144 Fifteenth was spec built, Hines and Pickard Chil-

ton focused on providing features and amenities that prospective ten-
ants not only desire, but also demand. That began inside with unique 
floor plates, floor-to-ceiling glass that not only offers stunning views but 
also allows more natural light to flow deeper into the interior, free-flow-
ing and flexible work environments, tenant lounge and fitness facility, 
and a host of other features attractive to modern commercial tenants.

“We’ve heard time and time again from every tenant who’s signed up 
for this building that they value their employees, their wellness,” says 
Despard. “It’s a great recruiting and retention tool because it’s a phenom-
enal looking building outside but we designed it from the inside out.

“Office space used to be a means to an end for companies to provide 
space to do their business, but now it’s focused on more of the people 
actually using the space rather than the companies themselves,” Despard 
says. “That is a big change.

“I think this building will provide employees the opportunity to feel 
a little bit more connected and feel a little more pride with where they 
work every day.”

Where the Glass Meets the Street
So, how do you transition a glass tower to street level? According to 

Markese, his team was very focused on weaving the building into the 
urban fabric of downtown Denver.

“For us it was important that the building meet the ground in a strong 
meaningful way. Part of the challenge was, how do you bring this glass 
tower down, how do you link the limestone columns and the canopy to 
the tower,” asks Markese. “Part of that for us was in the form of the build-
ing, the facets, the sheering of the building. The metal knits the glass in 
with the stone so it allows the tower and the base to be stitched together 
in a nice way.”

A plaza will draw pedestrians into the lobby, a grand and warm wel-
come. Ash ceilings, fumed Aspen walls, dark brown Eramosa stone floor-
ing and a striking orange glass wall give the space warmth, despite its 
massive size. 

“We want it to feel welcoming, feel like it’s part of Denver,” says Mark-
ese. “Hopefully they’ll find it to be refreshing, but also feel like it’s already 
a part of the city — a part of the streetscape.”

What This Means for Denver
With leasing now at 90 percent, and big names like Optiv and Gates 

already signed to move in, Despard feels the message that 1144 Fifteenth 
sends is as clear as the Interpane glass that skins this gem. 

“Denver’s arriving — I think that’s the biggest takeaway here,” Despard 
says. “It also says a lot about Denver from an evolution perspective. This 
city is absolutely growing at an incredible pace.”

Seeman agrees that 1144 is more than just another office tower. “This is 
a symbol of the growth that our area is going through,” he says. “I believe 
the architecture of the building will be a challenge to all of us in the 
industry to design and build buildings with as much elegance as 1144.”

As a Colorado native, Klebba exudes pride and hopes that 1144 leads 
to bigger things. “I’m proud we’ve been able to deliver such a marquee 
building to Denver. I hope that this will spur future quality development 
within the city and that people will look at architecture a little bit dif-
ferently now.”

And the architect Markese ponders the longevity of the design. “One of 
the advantages of a building that’s transparent and has such a sculptural 
quality is that I don’t think it’ll outdate itself. I think 12 years, 24 years 
down the road it will still feel as good and as fresh as you see it now.”\\

/ 1144 Fifteenth Birth of a Denver Icon /

TOP:

A corner office like no other in Colorado. 
The views from this 40th-floor space are 
enhanced by three walls of glass, 20-foot 
ceilings and are unencumbered by steel 

beams in either corner.

BOTTOM:

Floor-to-ceiling glass frames the beauty of 
the Mile High City – and beyond – while 

allowing generous amounts of light to 
flow into every floor.
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F
or more than 50 years, award-winning firm OZ 
Architecture has shaped, and been shaped by, its 
home state of Colorado. With 165 employees in 
offices in Denver and Boulder, OZ provides ar-
chitecture, master planning, interior design and, 
more recently, brand experience design to clients 

and projects across the U.S., and in Africa, Asia and Antarcti-
ca. Its portfolio includes a host of iconic “I didn’t know they 
designed, that, too” work and a wide variety of project types, 
from academic (University of Colorado's Center for Academ-
ic Success and Engagement, University of Colorado Colorado 
Springs’ University Center) to retail (Punch Bowl Social, Plat-
form T) to corporate/office (SmartWool, Alteryx) and civic 
(Van Cise-Simonet Detention Center, Silverthorne Perform-
ing Arts Center) – not to mention a bevy of well-known mul-
tifamily, hospitality, medical, assisted-living and mixed-use 
campuses.

Ask nearly any OZ team member or alum what drew him 
to the firm, and you’ll get a similar answer. It’s not the quality 
of the work, so clearly evidenced by a consistently full dock-
et and an office full of awards and publications. It’s not the 
terrific clients who challenge and trust the team with mean-
ingful projects, or the co-workers whose encouragement and 
complementary talents bring about all the great projects. It’s 
not even the firm’s strong support of professional and per-
sonal growth. But, in a way, it’s all of these. Inevitably, you will 
hear how much each values the culture. 

Principal Kelly Davis, who, like all of OZ’s leadership, is 
involved in multiple project types, recalls, “When I moved 
here [Boulder] in ’95, it was booming, and I had maybe a 
dozen job offers, all in Boulder, which I didn’t expect. It 
was down to two, OZ and another firm that was compet-
ing on a job. The other firm actually won the project, but I 
liked the OZ culture – and their design – better. It was the 
best decision I ever made.” Tracy Tafoya, a principal who 
started as an intern and now heads the interior design 
studio, adds, “I’ve grown up in this place. It’s like a second 

WORDS: Kimberly MacArthur Graham

OZ Architecture 
Spans Decades, 
Even the Globe

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=10002
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family – the clients, the culture are 
really compelling.”

When Davis describes the firm’s port-
folio as “focused on diverse, impactful 
design,” fellow principal Rick Petersen 
agrees, adding, “Here there is diversity, 
the opportunity to grow without limit 
to have an impact on the community.” 
While the firm has completed dozens 
of noteworthy, award-winning projects 
in its five decades, there are inevitably 
favorites. Asked to share some of those 
that best represent OZ, Davis, Tafoya 
and Petersen discussed an eclectic list 
of work that spans project types and 
eras. A few of the more recent projects 

/ OZ Architecture Spans Decades, Even the Globe /

OZ on OZ
Principals Kelly Davis, Rick Petersen and Tracy Tafoya share their thoughts on a 
few of their favorite recent projects.

• Platte Fifteen – Denver. When complete, this five-story mixed-use 
project will include the city’s first cross-laminated timber building. 
With communal spaces, open layouts and a “pedestrian-friendly” 
ground level, Davis explains that the artisanal construction tech-
nique was chosen to honor the modern craft movement and create a 
“warm aesthetic within an environmental context.”
• 250 Columbine – Denver. When it was built in 2015, this mixed-use 
Cherry Creek development delivered one of the first new condomini-
ums in a decade. Its nearly 140,000 square feet of residential space 
(71 units) are complemented by 30,000 sf of retail and a 90,000-sf, 
eight-story office tower. Not only did the units sell out, but also re-
sales have set a new benchmark for pricing. Tafoya says the design 
team, with client Western Development, worked hard to “understand 
what people want to spend [their money] on, defining what is ap-
pealing now, not just to a wide demographic, but a design that will 
also be timeless.” 
• The World Trade Center Denver – Denver. This mixed-use development, 
currently in construction, will bring new office, dining, retail, hospi-
tality and creative space choices in Denver’s bustling RiNo neighbor-
hood when it’s completed in 2019. Noting that OZ has an office and 
11 completed projects in RiNo, Petersen describes the team’s design 
as simultaneously a contextually appropriate building within “our 
town and neighborhood” and a projection of Denver’s role as a cre-
ative, collaborative leader in the global arena. 
• McMurdo Station – Antarctica. At nearly 60 years old, this sub-zero, 
year-round campus with 160 acres and more than 100 buildings 
required numerous upgrades for efficiency and overall living con-
ditions. Petersen, who has visited the site several times, describes 
crafting a master plan and design for McMurdo as one of the most 
fulfilling projects” imaginable, an opportunity to help “create com-
munity while supporting the mission of global science.” OZ’s master 
plan centers on consolidating the 100-plus buildings into six (much 
more efficient) modular prefabricated units; the design includes 
amenities such as glassed-in conference rooms, lounge spaces and 
open work areas. Tafoya was one of three staff members who made a 
five-day site visit before starting the programming work. She says it 
was a rare opportunity to see first-hand the very unique needs of the 
250 people who choose to live in such inhospitable conditions year-
round in the name of science.
• St. Vrain Community Hub – Longmont. The 75,000-sf south wing facility 
offers Boulder County residents access to multiple health care and 
community services providers in one facility. Designed with sus-
tainability in mind, it incorporates numerous renewably and local-
ly sourced materials including an interior wall made of reclaimed 
timber of a local church. Tafoya says the project distills the OZ value 
of stewardship, functioning as a sort of public “living room,” an en-
ergized gathering place that both clients and employees want to be.
• The Village at Northstar – Lake Tahoe, California. With 127,000 sf of re-
tail and 320 residences, this complete redo was the first resort village 
project to achieve LEED certification. Davis described the challenge of 
developing a “completely new village” without losing sight of the his-
tory and environmental value of the noted ski resort. Completed in 
phases about 10 years ago, this project represented a new high-water 
mark that inspired future resort design improvements.

OPENING ART:

250 Columbine has become an iconic 
part of the Cherry Creek skyline with 

a tiered design that allows easy access 
to private and shared outdoor spaces. 

Courtesy JC Buck

TOP:

McMurdo Station in Antarctica is an 
example of OZ’s global reach with a 
local approach, both improving the 
efficiency of scientific research and 

the quality of life for those stationed 
at the base.

MIDDLE LEFT:

Platte Fifteen is Denver’s first 
commercial cross-laminated timber 

building and will further activate 
Denver’s dynamic LoHi neighborhood. 

MIDDLE RIGHT:

As the nation’s first LEED certified 
resort village, The Village at Northstar 
in Lake Tahoe, California, is a beacon 

of sustainability in OZ’s extensive 
resort experience. Courtesy Vance Fox 

Photography 

BOTTOM:

The World Trade Center Denver 
Development breaks the mold of the 

typical World Trade Center design, 
not just aesthetically but through 

the interconnectivity of Denver, the 
RiNo neighborhood, and the global 

community.  
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named include 250 Columbine, a Cherry 
Creek area condo/mixed-use development, 
the World Trade Center Denver building in 
River North, a health and community ser-
vices campus in Longmont, and McMurdo 
Station in the climate extreme Antarctica. 

Nearly every company can cite a vision 
and values, but few seem to have aligned 
with them as powerfully as OZ. Words from 
the vision and values crop up constantly in 
conversation about the firm, its work, and 
its future. The OZ vision includes “embrac-
ing the ‘freedom to take risk and push the 
industry’ to build a practice that is ‘signifi-
cantly diverse and unique,’” and it’s regular-
ly noted as a guide point for firm decisions. 
Its five values – making others successful, 
pioneering, an attitude of openness, stew-
ardship of community and upholding the 
OZ continuum – are equally respected. 

The idea of the continuum, which casts 
current employees as caretakers of the past 
and nurturing forces for the future, is what 
Davis calls “the singular idea or overarching 
thing that makes OZ special.” The firm trac-
es its roots to 1964, when Alan Zeigel (the “Z” 
in OZ) founded Everett Zeigel with a part-
ner and began designing notable projects 
including several for the National Park Ser-
vice. Fast-forward just over 20 years, when 
Zeigel and former co-worker (and CU Boul-
der alum) Tom Obermeier (the “O”) decid-
ed to combine their individual firms. Since 
then, OZ has flourished by pairing thought-
ful growth with honoring the founders’ idea 
of architecture that honors people, place, 
and timeless design. 

With its strong ethos, solid footing, and 
talented people unafraid to reach for the 
future, OZ, now in its third generation of 
leadership, is certain to continue trans-
forming the built environment for the next 
half-century – or more.\\

LEFT:

St. Vrain Community Hub in Longmont 
brings health and human services 
together under one roof leading to a more 
stable and healthy community. Courtesy 
James Ray Spahn
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Be part of the new Downtown Colorado Springs
Online toolkit for developers: incentives, reports, resources,  
community overview and more. DowntownCSDevelopment.com

w w w.allianceconstruc tion.com 2260 Broadway |  Denver,  CO 80205 
Denver:  (303) 813-0035

CELEBRATING 
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PREMIER DENVER 
CONTRACTOR

Hilton Garden Inn Denver Union Station | 
1999 Chestnut Place
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V
irtuous design is responsive, the best of it on many levels. For Riverview at 
1700 Platte, a 213,713-square-foot Class A office building being developed by 
Trammell Crow Co., strategic building massing and a thoughtful internal or-
ganization richly enhance contextual connections. Located west across the 
river from Union Station, as the name suggests, Riverview celebrates the 
South Platte, as the tributary churns a svelte hook around downtown Denver 

on its way to Nebraska. The building also will strive to celebrate the river’s namesake 
street, Platte, a slim stretch of city blocks pinned between the river and Interstate 25. 

“I had my eye on a Platte Street opportunity for about 15 years before this project start-
ed to come together,” says Bill Mosher, senior managing director of Trammell Crow Co., 
with a grin. “Platte Street seemed like a small, unpolished gem tucked away while big 
development was happening all around it.” The street’s remaining original, two- and 
three-story red brick buildings today still proudly proclaim Denver’s frontier town 
past in service to the mid-1800s mining industry economy of gambling, saloons, live-
stock and goods. The oldest remaining buildings retain their retail focus, spruced up 
by clever sellers of small-batch ice cream, beers, teas and clothing. Platte Street’s early 
remnants have been infiltrated by low-rise, mixed-use apartment buildings inserted 
over the last 20 years. The combined effect gives the street’s few short blocks a bus-
tling but unfinished town square quality.

“The site was owned by Empire Staple Co.,” shares Mosher. “A lot of developers 
wanted the property and the owner said he’d sell to whoever found find him a 
replacement site he couldn’t resist.” Eventually, Mosher did and the deal was done. 
With the title in hand, the true challenge was in determining exactly what to do 
with coveted real estate sitting just a bit more than a block from dual-pedestrian 
bridges. To the west, over I-25, is the Lower Highlands neighborhood. To the east, 
the footpath crosses the South Platte, through Commons Park to the Millenni-
um Bridge, Union Station, Lower Downtown and the heart of the city beyond. 

“We considered a lot of different development scenarios,” says Mosher, who 
mentions the option of adding to the mix of multifamily residential in the 
area meant contending with an estimated 3,000 units within a half-mile of 
the site. “Ultimately, we felt that the neighborhood, the river, the park and 
this site’s forever-unobstructed views of Union Station were amenities that 

WORDS: Sean O’Keefe

Sense of Place: 
Riverview at  
1700 Platte

Trammell Crow unites a riverside 
location with a historic streetscape 
to deliver a unique office property

http://www.signatureflip.com/sf01/article.aspx/?i=10003
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would appeal greatly to select, premium office tenants.”
Trammell Crow engaged a tried and true design-build part-

nership of Tryba Architects and Saunders Construction to de-
liver the project. The same team had previously completed 
similar, tight-site office opportunities at 1900 16th Street just 
across Millennium Bridge.

“Architecturally, the interesting thing here is the relation-
ship between Platte Street – a modernized historic context, 
the living green context of the river and park, and the idea 
of interlacing an office campus between the two,” says John 
McIntyre, a principal and senior designer at Tryba Architects. 

It is at the intersection of these seemingly opposi-
tional ambitions that Riverview at 1700 Platte plans 
to find its sense of place. 

“We’ve given the building two dramatically differ-
ent facades in response to the differing contexts,” con-
tinues McIntyre. The Platte Street side reads as two re-
claimed neighborhood buildings – the five-story North 
wing and the four-story South wing – connected by a 
modern glass link. From the east, however, Riverview at 
1700 Platte will be unmistakable. An expansive glass cur-
tain wall covering the entire eastern façade will reveal 
the truth – a single structure office complex offering in-
credible city views and an intimate embrace of the South 
Platte’s western bank and pedestrian path. “The common-
ality between the two impressions is a strong, robust build-
ing with an open, landscaped courtyard at its center.”

A key driver of the building’s massing during design was 
a view plane of downtown Denver from LoHi’s Hirshorn 

Park. A view plane is a city-established line of site that must 
remain unobstructed by development. In the case of River-
view, the view plane partially extends across the site, limiting 
the south wing’s buildable height to four stories. This break 
in scale allows both the east and west elevations to achieve 
a sense of escalation as the building rises north. Along Platte 
Street, large window openings with stone sills punched into 
the dual red brick wings propose simplicity, rigor and quality. 
The glass link structure takes responsibility for the fifth-floor 
elevation gain, allowing the north and south wings to look as 
though they were conjoined after the fact rather than orig-
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inally built as one. Because of the lower height of the south 
wing, Riverview’s rooftop patio also will enjoy views of Mile 
High stadium and south Denver. Within the glass link, a liv-
ing green wall engulfing an entire street-facing wall seeks to 
transmit the river’s presence from one side of the building to 
the other. 

Where the glass link centers the building to the west, along 
the glass face an elevated courtyard basking in city views 
and morning light instead dichotomizes the two halves. The 
courtyard deftly interrupts the voluminous expanse of glass 
and is joined by a rooftop patio and five east-facing balconies 
to provide an abundance of external access. As part of the 
site’s redevelopment, the team worked with the city to add 
an elevated section of the South Platte River Trail behind the 
building, while also including lock-up spaces for up to 200 
bicycles. 

From the center section of the building, the Riverview’s 
line-drive view of Union Station will remain perpetually un-
obscured, framed by high-rise offices built over the last few 
years. Internally, the courtyard allowed designers to develop 
large, efficient and varied office floor plates that will be at-
tractive to a wide range of tenants. In addition to proving an 
amenity for the offices, the courtyard also introduces daylight 
into the south wall of the north building. A rain garden built 
into the courtyard will provide a visible demonstration of ac-
tive sustainability in a LEED-certified building. The property’s 
green roofs will work with the garden to detain, filter and 
condition rainwater to the environmental standard required 
for direct release into the river below, effectively eliminating 

OPENING ART:

From the east, Riverview at 1700 Platte 
will be unmistakable and hopefully only 
the newest of many great places that 
celebrate the South Platte. 

TOP LEFT:

Riverview’s precast concrete structure 
uses a thinner than normal precast rib 
slab and carefully designed flat beams 
to maximize ceiling heights and provide 
a deliberately textured concrete ceiling 
surface. 

BOTTOM LEFT:

From the building’s center point, views 
of Denver’s Union Station will remain 
forever unobstructed. 

LEFT:

Riverview's courtyard deftly interrupts the 
voluminous expanse of glass. 

PROJECT TEAM

DEVELOPER:  
Trammell Crow Co.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:  
Saunders Construction

ARCHITECT:  
Tryba Architects

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER:  
Martin/Martin

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER:  
Thornton Tomasetti

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:   
Brightview Landscape Development
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the building’s burden on Platte Street’s limited 
storm drainage.

While the building’s midblock site and river 
frontage were greatly leveraged during the de-

sign, they significantly increased the planning 
and precision required to build the project.

“From a construction standpoint, the hardest part 
was overall access to the site,” says Saunders Con-

struction Project Executive Mike Pask. “The building 
is hemmed in on three sides by street, river and an 

adjacent structure, so we’ve been limited to a single 
egress on the northern edge of the property.” To ac-

count for this complexity, the precast structure was as-
sembled and then the building’s exterior skin was in-

stalled beginning in the courtyard and going around the 
building toward the western edge. Pask credits the tre-

mendous team collaboration in preplanning every aspect 
of construction to enhance a smooth project delivery. 

Working collaboratively, in partnership with Saunders 
and Tryba, Trammell Crow believes the project will achieve 
a premium-quality office product in an exclusive location 
that feels like little else in the city.

“This is a premium building, with exceptional city ac-
cess in every direction. Riverview embraces the river and 
mixed-used surroundings and offers a lot more than just 
office space,” says Mosher. The notion certainly seems to 
be validated by out-of-state tenant, BP Lower 48, who will 
be taking approximately 70 percent of the building’s total 
available square footage and will occupy floors 3,4 and 5 ex-
clusively. 

City building happens one project at a time. Perhaps River-
view at 1700 Platte’s contextual embrace of the South Platte 
will contribute to a greater appreciation for the South Platte 
River, one of Denver’s few remaining underexploited assets.\\

/ Sense of Place: Riverview at 1700 Platte /

TOP:

The façade along Platte Street reflects 
the historic charm of Denver’s punched-

window and red brick past while the 
center link structure eludes to the 

riverside’s glass skin.

BOTTOM:

A living wall within the link announces 
the grand stair, which leads to the 

courtyard, the river and premium views of 
downtown Denver.
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9563 S. Kingston Ct. Englewood, CO 80112 | 303.783.3900

C ompleted in July, Edgewood Lodge is the first component of a full-service luxury 
resort located within the existing Edgewood Golf Course, the premier redevelop-
ment site directly on the shore of Lake Tahoe. 

The 154-room lodge is designed to embrace the feeling of Grand Lodges of the Amer-
ican West, blending traditional elements of Tahoe landmark architecture – tall, steep 
roofs, multiple gables and dormers, divided windows, massive vertical elements faced 
with local granite, abundant wood surfaces and accents – with contemporary trans-
parency and sparseness of line, to both preserve and enhance the visual typology that 
is one ingredient in Tahoe region’s visual identity. The 170,000-square-foot Edgewood 
Lodge building is designed for LEED Silver certification.\\ 
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